
"ll(E & AFll(E PAYS TIME & ll lWF" 
NI B1151 BUO(Jlltl PROMOTION 

8-23-04 

Club One Casino would like to offer No Bust Blackjack players a bonus of one and 
one-half times winning bets that consist of any two card total of21. This 
promotion would mean players would receive 50% more for each two card total of 
21 during the promotion. 

The promotion would be paid by Club One Casino and no additional fee or cost 
would be charged to the players. 

"No Purchase Necessary" provisions apply to all jackpot games. 
It is an essential, mandatory and required element of our "NPN" promotions 
that anyone may play for t}le offered prizes, at no cost or fee. If the "NPN'' 
player completes the required hand combination, he/she will win the offered 
prize." (See attached "No Purchase Necessary" rules) 



"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" 
POKER CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES (CSRs) 

INSTRUCTIONS 
(4-22-04) 

"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" GAMES ARE OFFERED 
GENERALLY AND INDISCRIMATELY AT NO COST TO THE 
PARTICIPANT. 

1. "NO PURCHASE NECESSARY'' PLAYER MUST: 
a. Be 21 years of age or older. 
b. Have valid picture I.D. 
c. Select game and seat at the "NPN'' table. 

2. Player portion of information form is voluntary, not mandatory. 
(Social Security Card or nw:nber is not required to play). CSR.s· will 
complete the player inf9rmation page and turn it in to tl;ie casino 
manager. No customer-signature is required if the player does not win . .,. . . 

apnze. 

3. Request a dealer from the DIC for the selected gam.e and provide the 
necessary items to deal the game. Player must select a seat and play 
only the hand for that position. 

4. Participants who wish to play for an award involving player and 
player/dealer games must choose between being a player or the 
player/ dealer. 

5. The value of a player share of any jackpot hand will be cash value of 
player's shares from the last live- action jackpot of that type. 

Dealers, CSRs and the designated game supervisor should not engage in 
social conversation with participant or advise the player in any way. All 
conversation should to the point and be kept to a minimum at all times. 

Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. 

Poker CSRs, or a designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all 
hands at the NPN table. 



Persons are allowed to play for all '~N" promotions appropriate to the 
game they have selected. The selected promotion must be available to the 
public in a live game format at the time. Players may change their selected 
seat location or their designation between player and player/ dealer after each 
hand. Players may change the type of game between hands and may play 
each game as long as they wish. 

It is an essential, mandatory and required element of our "NPN" 
promotions that anyone may play for the offered prizes, at no cost or fee. 
If the "NPN" player completes the required hand combination, he/she 
will win the offered prize. · 

Hold'em 

Deal all the cards face up for a :nn;ie handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Hold-em 'game at that time, he/sh,e will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed: to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or 
designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all h.Ands. · 

Crazy Pineapple Hold'em 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game .. Each hand will be. dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Crazy Pineapple Hold-em game at that time, he/she 
will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any 
time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all 
hands. 

Omaha 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Omaha Hold-em game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 



Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. Each hand will be dealt 
. to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Seven-Card Stud game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Mexican Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. Each hand will be dealt 
to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Mexican Stud game at that time, he/she will.be· a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, m.ust observe the dealing of all hands. 

Pai-Gow. 

Deal all the cards for a seven handed game; Participants~must choose 
between being a player or the player/dealer. The player/dealer hand: will be,. 
selected by the player. Each hand will be turned up. If the participanthas;;a. 
winning hand based on the promotions, being:offered· at any live Pai-:-Gow.> 
poker game at that time, he/ she will be a winner.. Participants are never . 
allowed to touch the cards at any time~. Poker CSRs:~ or designated- supervisor~: .. ·. 
must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Push9 

Deal all the cards face-up for an eight handed game. If the participant has a 
winning hand based on the promotions being· offered in live Push 9 at that 
time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the 
cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the 
dealing of all hands. 



Blackjack 

Always start with a new suited shoe. Perform all procedures. for starting a 
new game. I.e. check the decks, scramble and shuffle, offer cut, load shoe 
and burn. Participants must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be selected by the player. Deal all 
the cards face up for a seven handed game. The hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never 
allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, 
must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Caribbean Stud 

·, 

Deal all the cards for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be dealt to 
completion. Participants must choose between being a player or the : 
player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be selected by the player. If the 
participant has a winning hand based on the promotions being offered at. the 
time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the 
cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor-, must observe the 
dealing of all hands. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand (Tournament) 

Plays exactly like the Hold' em format but is only in action when a two-card 
Hold-em Tournament is in progress. If the participant has a winning hand 
based on the promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, 
or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand (Live Game) 

Plays exactly like the Hold-em format but the player must take a ticket to the 
cage to be time stamped. If the participant makes a winning hand based on 
the selected items being offered on the current "Pick-em Bonus Hand" card 
at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch 
the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe 
the dealing of all hands. 



DOIJBlE JACKPOT GAMES 
8·23-04 

1. Club One Casino proposes to offer double jackpot games as an option to all 
card players in all designed Jackpot games. 

2. Players would have the choice ofplaying in a regular jackpot game or a 
double jackpot game. These designated double jackpot games would be 
listed as separate games on the waiting list board and identified by a plaque 
at the table. 

3. Double jackpot games and regular jackpot games would be identical in all 
aspects ofplay and collection except for two areas: 

1. Players at a double jackpot table would receive double the 
normal, regular jackpot payout on all bad-beat jackpot awards. 
The bad-beat share, the pot winner's share and all player shares 
are doubled. Player's shares would be paid at double the regular 
rate even ifjackpot for that game and limit is hit at a regular 
jackpot table or a different double jackpot table. 

11. The collection for the double jackpot game would be double the 
current jackpot collection: i.e. $1 more injackpot poker games 
$2-$4 and above and fifty cents more in the $1-$2 jackpot 
games. (See attached Club One collection rate tables, actual and 
proposed) 

4. The double payout for the double jackpot tables would be paid by Club One 
Casino and the additional collection would be income to the casino. 

5. "No Purchase Necessary" provisions would apply to all double jackpot 
games. 

1. "It is an essential, mandatory and required element of our 
"NPN'' promotions that anyone may play for the offered prizes, 
at no cost or fee. If the "NPN" player completes the required 
hand combination, he/she will win the offered prize." (See 
attached "No Purchase Necessary" rules) 

6. The "One Million Dollar Drawing Bonus" feature, when offered by Club 
One Casino, would not be doubled. This additional bonus feature to be 
selectively added to the bad-beat jackpot has been submitted as a separate 
promotion and is approval by the DOJ. 



PREPARED BY: DEBICRAVEN 
REVIEWED BY: _____ 
APPROVED BY: _____ 
EFFECTIVE DATE: 8-18-04 

PROPOSED NEW CLUB ONE RATES 
CLUB ONE COLLECTION RATES MAXIMUM LIMIT PER BET $200 

GAMES 

ASIAN STUD POKER 2-10 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CARR!BBEAN STUD POKER 5-100 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CHINESE POKER 3&5 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CHINESE POKER 10 LIMIT $ 1.00 PER PLAYER PER HAND 

CHINESE POKER 20 LIMIT $ 2.00 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
DRAW POKER 2-10 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND $ 
DRAW POKER HI-LO 2-10 $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
DRAW POKER-JACKS BACK 2-10 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
INDO-P AK FLASH 5-200 LIMIT $1.00 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
LOWBALL 2-4 LIMIT $2.00 PER HAND (6,7 HANDED) $1.00 (5 & UNDER) 
LOWBALL 3-6 AND ABOVE $3.00 PER HAND (6,7 HANDED) $2.00 (5 & UNDER) 

MEXICAN STUD POKER 1-5-10 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
MEXICAN STUD POKER 1-10-20 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
MEXICAN STUD POKER 5-50-100 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
5 CARD STUD POKER (MEXICAN) 2-10 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 

OMAHA POKER2-4 LIMIT (WIK.ILL) $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA POKER 2-4 LIMIT (WIK.ILL) DOUBLE JP $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA POKER 3-6 LIMIT (W/KILL) $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA POKER 3-6 LIMIT (WIK.ILL) DOUBLE JP $5.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
*OMAHA POKER 4-8 & ABOVE $5.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
*OMAHA POKER 4-8 & ABOVE DOUBLE JP $6.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $5.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 2-4 LIMIT (WIK.ILL) $2.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.00 (5 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 2-4 LIMIT (WIK.ILL) DOUBLE JP $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (5 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 3-6 LIMIT (W/KILL) $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 3-6 LIMIT (W/KILL) DOUBLE JP $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 4-8 & ABOVE $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 4-8 & ABOVE DOUBLE JP $6.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $5.00 (6 & UNDER) 

PINEAPPLE POKER 2-4 (W/KILL) $2.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.00 (6 & UNDER) 
PINEAPPLE POKER 3-6 (WIK.ILL) $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
*PINEAPPLE POKER 4-8 & ABOVE $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 

CRAZY PINEAPPLE 2-4 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
CRAZY PINEAPPLE 3-6 $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
CRAZY PINEAPPLE 4-8 & ABOVE $5.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 

PUSH NINE $1 & $2 CONDITIONS $3.oo 1 RND, $6.oo 2N° $ 3RD RND, $9.oo 4sT rn RND & ABOVE 
PUSH NINE $3 & $5 CONDITIONS $4.oo 1 sT RND, $6.oo 2N° $ 3RD RND, $9.oo 4rn RND & ABOVE 

SEVEN CARD STUD 2-4 LIMIT $4.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 2-4 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $5.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 1-4 LIMIT $4.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 1-4 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $5.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 2-10 LIMIT $4.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 2-10 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $5.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD RAZZ 1-4 LIMI $ .50 PER PERSON PER HAND 

TEXAS HOLD-EM 1-2 LIMIT $2.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.50 (6 & UNDER) 
T3XAS HOLD-EM 1-2 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $2.50 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 2-4 LIMIT $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 2-4 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-6 LIMIT $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 

COLLECTIONS 



TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-6 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 

TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-200 LIMIT $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-200 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 4-8 LIMIT $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 4-8 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $6.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $5.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 5-200 LIMIT $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 5-200 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $6.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $5.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 6-12/6-12W/KI LL $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 6-12/6-12W/KILL DOUBLE JP $6.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $5.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 9-18 $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 9-18 DOUBLE JP $6.00 (7.8.9 HANDED) $5.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 10-20 & ABOVE $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 10-20 & ABOVE DOUBLE JP $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-200 $4.00 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-200 DOUBLE JP $5.00 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT 2-4 LIMIT $2.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT 2-4 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT 3-6 & ABOVE $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT 3-6 & ABOVE DOUBLE JP $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT WITH A KILL $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT WITH A KILL DOUBLE JP $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UINDER) 

*This includes all kill games at this limit and above. 

GAMES PAN COLLECTIONS 

PAN $1 CONDITION $1.50 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 
PAN $2 CONDITION $2.00 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 
PAN $3 CONDITION $3.00 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 
PAN $5 CONDITION $3.00 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 

CLUB ONE COLLECTION RATES 
MAXIMUM LIMIT PER BET $200 

CALIFORNIA BANKING GAMES COLLECTION PER BET COLLECTION PER BANK 

CENTURY 21 BACCARAT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ .50 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
NO BUST BJ 2-10 LIMIT $ .25 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ .75 FIRST BANK$ .75 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BJ 2-10 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $ .25 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.75 FIRST BANK $1.75 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BJ 5-200 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.50 FIRSTBANK $ 1.00 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BJ 5-200 LIMIT DOUBLE JP$ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ 2.50 FIRST BANK $2.00 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BJ 5-40 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ .50 FIRST BANK $.50 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BJ 5-40 LIMIT DOUBLE JP $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.50 FIRST BANK $1.50 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
FAST ACTION HOLD-EM $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
FAST ACTION HOLD-EM DOUBLE JP $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
JOKER POKER $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
JOKER POKER DOUBLE JP $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
PAI GOW POKER 5-40 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 FIRST BANK $1ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW POKER 5-40 LIMIT DBL JP $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $3.00 FIRST BANK $2 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW POKER 10-100 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $4.00 FIRST BANK $2ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW PKR 10-100 LIMIT DBL JP $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $5.00 FIRST BANK $3 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW POKER 40-200 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $4.00 FIRST BANK $2ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW PKR 40-200 LIMIT DBL JP $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $5.00 FIRST ANDK $3.00 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
SUPER PAN NINE 5-40 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
SUPER PAN NINE 10-100 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
SUPER PAN NINE 40-200 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECRION PER PERSON P/D 



CLUB ONE COLLECTION RATES 
MAXIMUM LIMIT PER BET $200 

GAMES 

ASIAN STUD POKER 2-10 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CARRlBBEAN STUD POKER 5-100 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CHINESE POKER 3&5 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CHINESE POKER 10 LIMIT $ 1.00 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
CHINESE POKER 20 LIMIT $ 2.00 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
DRAW POKER2-10 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
DRAW POKER HI-LO 2-10 $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
DRAW POKER-JACKS BACK 2-10 LIMIT $ .50 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
INDO-PAK FLASH 5-200 LIMIT $1.00 PER PLAYER PER HAND 
LOWBALL 2-4 LIMIT $2.00 PER HAND (6,7 HANDED) $1.00 (5 & UNDER) 
LOWBALL 3-6 AND ABOVE $3.00 PER HAND (6,7 HANDED) $2.00 (5 & UNDER) 

MEXICAN STUD POKER 1-5-10 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
MEXICAN STUD POKER 1-10-20 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
MEXICAN STUD POKER 5-50-100 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
5 CARD STUD POKER (MEXICAN) 2-10 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 

OMAHA POKER 2-4 LIMIT (W /KILL) $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA POKER 3-6 LIMIT (W/KILL) $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
*OMAHA POKER 4-8 & ABOVE $5.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 2-4 LIMIT (W/KILL) $2.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.00 (5 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 3-6 LIMIT (W/KILL) $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
OMAHA HI-LO 4-8 & ABOVE $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 

PINEAPPLE POKER 2-4 (W/KILL) $2.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.00 (6 & UNDER) 
PINEAPPLE POKER 3-6 (W/KILL) $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
*PINEAPPLE POKER 4-8 & ABOVE $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 

CRAZY PINEAPPLE 2-4 LIMIT $3.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
CRAZY PINEAPPLE 3-6 $4.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
CRAZY PINEAPPLE 4-8 & ABOVE $5.00 PER HAND (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 

PUSH NINE $1 & $2 CONDITIONS $3.00 1 4
ST RND, $6.00 2ND $ 3RD RND, $9.00 TH RND & ABOVE 

PUSH NINE $3 & $5 CONDITIONS $4.oo 1 sT RND, $6.oo 2N° $ 3RD RND, $9.00 4rn RND & ABOVE 

SEVEN CARD STUD 2-4 LIMIT $4.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 1-4 LIMIT $4.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD 2-10 LIMIT $4.00 
SEVEN CARD STUD RAZZ 1-4 LIMI $ .50 PER PERSON PER HAND 

TEXAS HOLD-EM 1-2 LIMIT $2.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.50 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 2-4 LIMIT $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-6 LIMIT $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-200 LIMIT $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 4-8 LIMIT $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 5-200 LIMIT $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 6-12/6-12W/KI LL $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 9-18 $5.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $4.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 10-20 & ABOVE $4.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $3.00 (6 & UNDER) 
TEXAS HOLD-EM 3-200 $4.00 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT 2-4 LIMIT $2.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $1.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT 3-6 & ABOVE $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 
HOLD-EM HI-LO SPLIT WITH A KILL $3.00 (7,8,9 HANDED) $2.00 (6 & UNDER) 

PREPARED BY: DEBICRAVEN 
REVIEWED BY: _____ 
APPROVED BY: _____ 
EFFECTIVE DATE: 5-25-04 

COLLECTIONS 



*This includes all kill games at this limit and above. 

GAMES PAN COLLECTIONS 

PAN $1 CONDITION $1.50 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 
PAN $2 CONDITION $2.00 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 
PAN $3 CONDITION $3.00 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 
PAN $5 CONDITION $3.00 PER HAND (5,6,7) $1.00 (4 AND UNDER) 

CLUB ONE COLLECTION RATES 
MAXIMUM LIMIT PER BET $200 

CALIFORNIA BANKING GAMES COLLECTION PER BET COLLECTION PER BANK 

CENTURY 21 BACCARAT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ .50 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
NO BUST BLACKJACK 2-10 LIMIT $ .25 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ .75 FIRST BANK$ .75 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BLACKJACK 5-200 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.50 FIRSTBANK $1.00 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
NO BUST BLACKJACK 5-40 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $ .50 FIRST BANK $.50 ALL OTHER P/Ds 
FAST ACTION HOLD-EM $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
JOKER POKER $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $1.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
PAI GOW POKER 5-40 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 FIRST BANK $1ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW POKER 10-100 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $4.00 FIRST BANK $2ALL OTHER P/Ds 
PAI GOW POKER 40-200 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $4.00 FIRST BANK $2ALL OTHER P/Ds 
SUPER PAN NINE 5-40 LIMIT $ .50 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
SUPER PAN NINE 10-100 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECTION PER PERSON P/D 
SUPER PAN NINE 40-200 LIMIT $1.00 COLLECTION PER SPOT $2.00 COLLECRION PER PERSON P/D 



"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" 
POKER CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES (CSRs) 

INSTRUCTIONS 
(4-22-04) 

"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" GAMES ARE OFFERED 
GENERALLY ANDINDISCRIMATELY ATNOCOSTTOTHE 
PARTICIPANT. 

1. "NO PURCHASE NECESSARY'' PLAYER MUST: 
a. Be 21 years of age or older. 
b. Have valid picture I.D. 
c. Select game and seat at the "NPN'' table. 

2. Player portion of information form is voluntary, not mandatory. 
(Social Security Card or ntiµlber is not required to play). CSRs will 
complete the player infprmation page and tum it in to the casino 
manager. No customer•signature is required if the player does not win 
apnze. 

3. Request a dealer from the DIC for the selected game and provide the 
necessary items to deal the game. Player must select a seat and play 
only the hand for that position. 

4. Participants who wish to play for an award involving player and 
player/dealer games must choose between being a player or the 
player/ dealer. 

5. The value of a player share of any jackpot hand will be cash value of 
player's shares from the last live action jackpot of that type. 

Dealers, CSRs and the designated game supervisor should not engage in 
social conversation with participant or advise the player in any way. All 
conversation should to the point and be kept to a minimum at all times. 

Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. 

Poker CSRs, or a designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all 
hands at the NPN table. 



Persons are allowed to play for all "NPN'' promotions appropriate to the 
game they have selected. The selected promotion must be available to the 
public in a live game format at the time. Players may change their selected 
seat location or their designation between player and player/ dealer after each 
hand. Players may change the type of game between hands and may play 
each game as long as they wish. 

It is an essential, mandatory and required element of our "NPN" 
promotions that anyone may play for the offered prizes, at no cost or fee. 
If the "NPN" player completes the required hand combination, he/she 
will win the offered prize. 

Hold'em 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Hold-em game at that time, he/sl,le will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or 
designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Crazy Pineapple Hold' em 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Crazy Pineapple Hold-em game at that time, he/she 
will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any 
time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all 
hands. 

Omaha 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Omaha Hold-em game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 



Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. Each hand will be dealt 
to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Seven-Card Stud game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Mexican Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. Each hand will be dealt 
to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Mexican Stud game at that time, he/she will,be· a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time .. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Pai-Gow 

Deal all the cards for a seven handed game. Participants: must choose 
between being a player or the player/ dealer. The player/ dealer handwill be
selected by the player. Each hand will be turned up. If the participant has.a 
winning hand based on the promotions being offered at any live Pai"'."G-ow 
poker game at that time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never 
allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs,. or designated- supervisor,.· __ 
must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Push9 

Deal all the cards face-up for an eight handed game. If the participant has a 
winning hand based on the promotions being' offered in live Push 9 at that 
time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the 
cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the 
dealing of all hands. 



Blackjack 

Always start with a new suited shoe. Perform all procedures for starting a 
new game. I.e. check the decks, scramble and shuffle, offer cut, load shoe 
and burn. Participants must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be selected by the player. Deal all 
the cards face up for a seven handed game. The hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never 
allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, 
must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Caribbean Stud 

Deal all the cards for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be dealt to 
completion. Participants must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be selected by the player. If the 
participant has a winning hand based on the promotions being offered at the 
time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the 
cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the 
dealing of all hands. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand (Tournament) 

Plays exactly like the Hold'em format but is only in action when a two-card 
Hold-em Tournament is in progress. If the participant has a winning hand 
based on the promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, 
or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand (Live Game) 

Plays exactly like the Hold-em format but the player must take a ticket to the 
cage to be time stamped. If the participant makes a winning hand based on 
the selected items being offered on the current "Pick-em Bonus Hand'' card 
at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch 
the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe 
the dealing of all hands. 
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*Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive is owned, patented and/or copyrighted by SHFL Entertainment, Inc. Please 
submit your agreement with Owner authorizing play of Game in your gambling establishment together with any 
request for Bureau of Gambling Control (Bureau) approval to play this game. Please note that the Bureau is making 
the details of this game available to the public as required by subdivision (g) of Business and Professions Code 
section 19826, but the posting does not waive any rights to the game content which may be held by Owner. The 
terms of any agreement with Owner are to be negotiated between the gambling establishment and Owner, and any 
dispute or asserted breach related thereto are private matters which will not be resolved by the Bureau.  
 
 Advertising Requirements 

The Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Casino advertise a 
different name, the BGC ID for this gaming activity shall be referenced on all advertisements 
relating to the Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity.   

Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be displayed conspicuously and prominently in the Casino at all times: 

• Eligible games and time periods. 
• Qualifying hands and corresponding prize amounts. 
• Gaming activity collection fees. 
• Availability of No Purchase Necessary. 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity. 

 
Rules of Play 

 
1. Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity shall be attached to all limits and versions of 

the currently approved games offered at the Casino, listed below. 
 
• Fortune Pai Gow Poker- (GEGA-001534) 

 
All base game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau. 

 
2. Fortune Pai Gow Poker progressive considers the best hand possible among each individual 

player’s cards.  
 

3. To begin each round, players must make their regular base game wager.  They may optionally 
place any bonus bet wagers along with the jackpot fee of $1.00.  A minimum of two players are 
required to play for the progressive jackpot.   
 

4. “Hockey Puck” discs will be attached to the table in front of each betting position.  These discs 
have a sensor and will detect when a casino chip is placed on them.  Players must place the 
optional jackpot fee on the sensor.  The sensor will then light up. 
 

5. Once all players place their bets and/or jackpot fee, the house dealer will press “Coin In” on the 
keypad.  The sensors will then light up, indicating participation in the progressive jackpot.  The 
house dealer will then remove all jackpot fees from the table.  The jackpot fees shall be dropped 
into a separate and locked jackpot collection box and accounted for separately.  
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6. The house dealer then follows standard approved procedures for dealing the base game.  All 
seven cards will be considered with the 5 card and 2 card hand.  A player can qualify for the 
jackpot element of the game regardless of the outcome of the base game.   
 

7. Progressive Winners: 
 

a. A 7 Card Straight Flush (No Joker) is paid 100% of the progressive jackpot amount 
shown on the progressive meter.  

b. A 5 Aces is paid 10% of the progressive jackpot amount shown on the progressive meter.   
c. All other hands are paid from the reserve fund.  They do not get deducted from the 

amount shown on the meter.  In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the casino will 
make up any shortfall. 

d. In the event more than one progressive meter pay or any other qualifying hand hits 
during the same round, all winning players will be paid the posted progressive prize or 
the posted fixed amount.  When more than one progressive meter pay hits, one 
progressive pay will be paid from the meter and the others will be paid from the reserve 
fund.   In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the casino will make up any shortfall.  All 
hands will be paid the posted prize. 

e. When a player has a progressive winner, the dealer shall press the appropriate hand 
button on the keypad. 

f. The house dealer shall then contact the floor person. 
g. Once the casino verifies the progressive win, the floor person shall insert the key and 

rotate it to “JPH” and then press “J-pot” button.  This records the win onto the Game 
Manager.  House procedures are then followed for paying the prize.   

h. Returning the key to the “Run” position will restore normal operation of the table, and 
adjust the meter appropriately for the prize won. 

i. When the house dealer reconciles all action (on behalf of the player/dealer), he/she 
presses “Game Over.”  This resets the system to begin the next hand. 

j. Once the “J-pot” button is pressed, the prize is logged into Game Manager. 
 

8. All monies collected and paid out shall be tracked both electronically and on a hand 
written log that shall be maintained , by the gambling enterprise, for examination by 
regulatory and law enforcement personnel.   

 
9. All fixed payouts will be paid by a Casino floor person.  Once the proper paperwork has been 

filled out, the floor person will pay the winner(s) in casino chips.  The payouts will not be made 
from the Casino dealer’s tray.  All fixed payouts will be deducted from the amount in the reserve 
fund. 
 

10. The Casino will initially seed the jackpot at $1,000.00.  Once there are sufficient monies in the 
Fortune Pai Gow Poker jackpot fund, the initial seed will be reimbursed to the Casino and shall be 
documented in the accounting records.  After the progressive jackpot is hit it will be re-seeded by 
the reserve fund as designated in the paytable chosen.  It will be reseeded at $1,000.00.  The 
progressive prize pool shall increase daily based solely on the number of jackpot collection fees 
placed and collected each day.  Furthermore, there is no cap on this progressive prize pool. 
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11. Each $1.00 jackpot fee paid by a player will be broken down as follows: 
 

a. $0.37 will be immediately posted on the meter. 
b. $0.48 will be tracked in a reserve fund.  The reserve fund will be utilized to immediately 

reseed the metered progressive jackpot prize at $1,000.  In addition this reserve fund will 
payout all fixed amounts. 

c. $0.15 will be retained by the Casino as an administrative fee. 
 

12. The eligibility requirements are as follows: 
• Only seated players, who are dealt a designated hand, are eligible for payouts.  
• Back-line bettors are not eligible to place a jackpot collection fee or receive the prize 

amount for a qualifying hand.  
• Casino employees are eligible for the Fortune Pai Gow Poker prize only when off duty 

and out of uniform. 
• A Third-Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to place a 

jackpot collection fee and become eligible for the Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive 
gaming activity when either in the player-dealer or player capacity. 

 
13. The Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity shall be offered for free, on a general 

and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase 
Necessary (NPN) game.  The Casino shall provide NPN tables for all patrons who request to 
participate in the gaming activity without paying a table fee or placing a live wager.  The NPN 
player shall adhere to all rules as the live player.  All advertisements shall state ANo Purchase 
Necessary@ for the Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity. 

14. Each Cardroom licensee must specify which paytable they would like approved.  The 
associated breakdown of the $1.00 collection fee, and Seed and Re-seed amounts will be 
applied based on the paytable chosen.  The prize distribution options are as follows: 

 
Hand Paytable 2 
7 Card Straight Flush 100% of Posted Prize 
5 Aces 10% of Posted Prize 
Royal Flush $2,500  
Straight Flush  
4 of a Kind  
Full House  

Associated Breakdown of $1.00 Collection Fee 
Progressive Meter $0.37 
Reserve Fund & Fixed Payouts $0.48 
Administrative Fee $0.15 

 
15. The electronic software and digital reader related to and used in conjunction with this jackpot, 

which is used on each table eligible for this jackpot, has been tested, approved, and certified by 
the Gaming Laboratories International, LLC (GLI). 
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Advertisement Requirements 
Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Club 
One Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-001786) shall be referenced 
on all advertisements relating to the Match Play Promotion.   

 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this promotion, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Club One Casino at all times the 
promotion is being offered: 
 
• Eligible games and time periods. 
• Match Play Chip and/or free play chip value(s). 
• Procedures to redeem match play coupon(s) for match play chips or free play 

coupon(s) for free play chip(s). 
• Procedures to redeem match play chip(s) or free play chip(s). 
• Any other applicable restrictions.  

 
Controlled Game 
The Match Play Promotion may be attached to all limits and versions of the currently 
Bureau approved California games offered at the Club One Casino.  All base game rules 
will be played as previously approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control. 
 
Rules of Play 
Patrons are awarded match play or free play coupons via advertisements in magazines, 
websites, mailing advertisements, winning a Bureau approved promotion, winning or 
signing up for a Bureau approved tournament, etc.  Players who receive a match play or 
free play coupon will bring the coupon into the cashier’s cage, and their coupon will be 
exchanged for a match play/free play chip of the same value. Player(s) who possess a 
match play chip will be eligible to win the specific amount of the chip if he/she places a 
wager on an eligible game equal to the amount listed on the Match Play Chip. Each chip 
will be marked with a certain value that it is worth. Free play chips will be a different color 
chip than match play chips. Match play or free play chips may also be given to the player 
directly.  
 

EXAMPLE: A patron sits down in the restaurant at Club One Casino and a 
designated casino employee passes out free play or match play chips to 
everyone seated at the restaurant. The patron would then be able to go play the 
match play/free play chip as outlined below.  

 
 Prize 

The match play chips and/or free play chips shall have a value ranging from $5 to $100 
for each match play chip or free play chip.   
  
Match Play Chip 
The casino will offer match play chips having a face value from $5 to $100 per coupon. 
Player(s) who receive coupons will bring the coupons to the cashier’s cage, and the 
coupon will be redeemed for a chip of the same amount. The amount will be clearly 
stated on the coupon, in addition to the chip. The wager must be equal to the amount of 
the Match Play Chip and a player’s winning hand will be paid his/her wager as well as 
the listed amount on the Match Play Chip.  When the player uses a Match Play Chip and 
the hand wins, the player will be paid double the amount of their original wager and the 
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Match Play Chip is collected and voided. If a player loses, the money part of the wager is 
collected by the player-dealer, and the match play chip is collected as well.  If the player 
pushes (receives no action), the chip may be played again until the player wins or loses 
a hand. The player-dealer will take all Match Play Chips to the cashier’s cage and 
exchange them for the amount listed on each individual chip.  
 

EXAMPLE: A person receives a match play coupon with a value of $5.00. The 
person would take the coupon to the cashier’s cage and redeem the coupon for a 
match play chip of the same value. The person would place the chip on the 
gaming table; place a bet that matches the amount on the chip, and pay the 
posted collection (if applicable) for a single hand of play. The collection fee is 
based only on the wager and not the chip. If the player wins the hand, he/she will 
receive $10.00 just as if they had placed a $10.00 bet and the player-dealer will 
collect the chip.   

 
Free Play Chip 
The Casino will offer free play chips having a face value from $5.00 to $100.00 per chip. 
The free play chips are used in live games exactly like regular chips, the difference being 
that they cannot be exchanged for cash. 
 
The free play chips shall initially be in the form of a coupon which shall be offered to all 
patrons that wish to come into the Casino and use them to play.  Patrons may be 
awarded free play coupons via advertisements in magazines, websites, mailing 
advertisements, winning a Bureau approved promotion, winning or signing up for a 
Bureau approved tournament, etc.  When a patron receives a free play coupon he/she 
shall take the coupon to the cage for verification, logging, and redemption of the free 
play chip(s) to be used in a live game.   
 
Free play chips shall be used as the player’s bet and placed in the betting circle.  Free 
play chips shall not be taken into the dealer’s tray, nor shall they be paid from the 
dealer’s tray.  If the player wins the hand, he/she would be paid the value of the free play 
chip by the person in the player/dealer position. The free play chip will be collected by 
the person in the player/dealer position. The player-dealer will then have a designated 
game supervisor verify that the chip has been played. The player-dealer is then 
reimbursed for that amount. The free play chip is taken to the cage by a designated 
game supervisor, logged, and exchanged for the value listed on the chip.  If the player 
loses the hand, the free play chip is forfeited and will be collected by the casino dealer 
and dropped in the drop box for accounting purposes.  If the player pushes (receives no 
action), the chip may be played again until the player wins or loses a hand. 
 

EXAMPLE: A person receives a free play chip coupon or chip for $10.00 that 
specifically states it can be used to place a wager.  The player would take the 
coupon to the cage.  Cage personnel would log the redemption code of the 
coupon and exchange the coupon for a free play chip.  The player would then 
place the free play chip on the gaming table, pay the posted collection (if 
applicable), and the game would play.   

 
Eligibility 
The promotion will be open to all players who are seated and playing at the above listed 
game(s) during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the promotion. 
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• A minimum of two (2) players, a player and a player-dealer, is required to be 
playing in any of the game(s), as listed above, in order for the game(s) to qualify. 

• Players shall not exchange the coupons or chips for live chips or give them to 
another player. 

• Additionally, players shall not give match play chips or free play chips to another 
player 

• The match play chips and free play chips shall only be redeemed after having 
been played and redeemed by a designated game supervisor  

• The chips shall only be redeemed after having been played and verified by a 
designated game supervisor.   

• All procedures, times, qualifying hands, and prize amounts must be displayed 
prominently via any form of advertising that the Club One Casino wishes to use, 
including but not limited to printed flyers, digital display, the Casino’s website, 
etc. 

• Casino Employees are eligible for this promotion when off duty and when they 
are on duty, but on a designated break 

• Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) are not eligible to 
receive or play Match Play or Free Play coupons/chips.  
 

 Funding 
The Match Play Promotion shall be fully funded by the Club One Casino.  There shall be 
no additional promotion fees, jackpot fees, or collection fees taken in order to fund this 
gaming activity or for players to participate. 
 

 No Purchase Necessary 
The Match Play Promotion does not contain the element of chance.  Therefore, it does 
not constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to 
be offered while conducting this gaming activity. 
 

 



Club One Casino Mega Jackpot Promotion 

Details: 

This is a fully house funded promotion that is paid directly by Club One Casino. 

Club One Casino does not offer player funded jackpots ofany type. All ofour jackpots 
are completely house funded. 

All table signs clearly state to players involved that any monies removed from the table 
during play on behalfof the house are done so in the form of collection. 

This jackpot is subject to No Purchase Necessary rules and restrictions. 

The promotion will begin approximately June 1st, 2006 pending approval from the 
Department of Justice. Club One Casino reserves the right to cancel this promotion at 
anytime. 

The promotion will begin at a dollar amount not exceeding $500,000 and not less than 
$2,500. This dollar amount will be posted before noon daily. Club One Casino will 
designate an amount based upon the best needs of the business. This promotion is meant 
to be used to encourage business by creating excitement and reducing competitors' 
detrimental effects on our poker games. 

This promotion will be in the form ofa commonly known "Bad Beat". The requirements 
are four ofa kind ofeights or better beaten by any other hand. Both hole cards must 
play. 

The winner of the hand will receive 20% of the prize pool, the loser will receive 40%. 
The remaining 40% will be evenly distributed between all remaining players seated at 
selected tables. 

Selected tables are those that are specifically requested by the players. These are listed 
on the board as "Promotion Tables." (At times only the initials will be used on the board 
for space, for example a player wishing to play a $3-$6 Promotion Table might be listed 
as $3-$6 PT.) 

Club One Casino will immediately pay 10% ofthe winnings to the principal participants. 
Club One Casino reserves the right to pay the remaining money upon investigation, no 
more than 24 hours after the time ofoccurrence. This is for the purposes of integrity. 

Once the promotion is paid, the new amount played for under the same conditions will be 
posted immediately or the giveaway will be discontinued. 



"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" 
POKER CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES (CSRs) 

INSTRUCTIONS 
(6-1-04) 

"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" GAMES ARE OFFERED 
GENERALLY AND INDISCRIMATELY AT NO COST TO THE 
PARTICIPANT. 

1. "NO PURCHASE NECESSARY'' PLAYER MUST: 
a. Be 21 years of age or older. 
b. Have valid picture I.D. 
c. Select game and seat at the "NPN'' table. 

2. Player portion of information form is voluntary, not mandatory. 
(Social Security Card or number is not required to play). CSRs will 
complete the player information page and turn it in to the casino 
manager. No customer signature is required ifthe player does not win 
apnze. 

3. Request a dealer from the DIC for the selected game and provide the 
necessary items to deal the game. Player must select a seat and play 
only the hand for that position. 

4. Participants who wish to play for an award involving player and 
player/dealer games must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. 

5. The value of a player share ofany jackpot hand will be cash value of 
player's shares from the last live action jackpot ofthat type. 

Dealers, CSRs and the designated game supervisor should not engage in 
social conversation with participant or advise the player in any way. All 
conversation should to kept to the point and be kept to a minimum at all 
times. 

Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. 

Poker CSRs, or a designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all 
hands at the NPN table. 



Persons are allowed to play for all "NPN'' promotions appropriate to the 
game they have selected. The selected promotion must be available to the 
public at the time. Players may change their selected seat location or their 
designation between player and player/dealer after each hand. Players may 
change the type ofgame between hands and may play each game as long as 
they wish. 

It is an essential, mandatory and required element of our "NPN" 
promotions that anyone may play for the offered prizes, at no cost or fee. 
If the "NPN" player completes the required hand combination, he/she 
will win the offered prize. 

Hold-em 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. Ifthe participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Hold-em game at that time, he/she will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or 
designated supervisor, must observe the dealing ofall hands. 

Crazy Pineapple Hold-em 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. Ifthe participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Crazy Pineapple Hold-em game at that time, he/she 
will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any 
time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing ofall 
hands. 

Omaha 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. Each hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Omaha Hold-em game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing ofall hands. 



Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. Each hand will be dealt 
to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Seven-Card Stud game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing of all hands. 

Mexican Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. Each hand will be dealt 
to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at any live Mexican Stud game at that time, he/she will be a 
winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker 
CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing ofall hands. 

Pai-Gow 

Deal all the cards for a seven handed game. Participants must choose 
between being a player or the player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be 
selected by the player. Each hand will be turned up. If the participant has a 
winning hand based on the promotions being offered at any live Pai•Gow 
poker game at that time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never 
allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, 
must observe the dealing ofall hands. 

Push9 

Deal all the cards face-up for an eight handed game. If the participant has a 
winning hand based on the promotions being offered in live Push 9 at that 
time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the 
cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the 
dealing ofall hands. 



Blackjack 

Always start with a new suited shoe. Perform all procedures for starting a 
new game. I.e. check the decks, scramble and shuffle, offer cut, load shoe 
and burn. Participants must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be selected by the player. Deal all 
the cards face up for a seven handed game. The hand will be dealt to 
completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions 
being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never 
allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, 
must observe the dealing ofall hands. 

Caribbean Stud 

Deal all the cards for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be dealt to 
completion. Participants must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. The player/dealer hand will be selected by the player. If the 
participant has a winning hand based on the promotions being offered at the 
time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch the 
cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated supervisor, must observe the 
dealing ofall hands. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand {Tournament) 

Plays exactly like the Hold-em format but is only in action when a two-card 
Hold-em Tournament is in progress. If the participant has a winning hand 
based on the promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, 
or designated supervisor, must observe the dealing ofall hands. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand {Live Action) 

Plays exactly like the Hold-em format but the participant must go to the cage 
and have a ticket time-stamped. A person may play only one ticket but may 
renew that ticket at the cage very 4 hours and play indefinitely. Ifthe 
participant has a winning hand based on the promotions being offered on the 
bonus ticket at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never 



allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs, or designated 
supervisor, must observe the dealing ofall hands. 



Monthly Car Giveaway Promotion 

This promotion will be based offof the High Hand promotion. Customers will still try to 
achieve the highest hand possible in Texas Hold'em over a two hour period. Currently, 
High Hand winners are paid out every two hours. Instead of being paid out every two 
hours, winners will be eligible to win a brand new car and/or cash on a given day near the 
end of the month. There will be 12 entries per day, +-360 per month, some ofwhich will 
be duplicate entries. 

Club One Casino jackpot forms come in triplicate, so the customer gets a copy, Club One 
Casino gets a copy, and the final copy is placed in the drawing barrel. If the customer 
loses their copy of the jackpot payout form, a picture I.D. will suffice to claim their 
winnings. 

Cash drawings will start at 12 noon and continue every halfhour up to the final drawing 
for the car. All winners must be present to win. All cash winning tickets will be returned 
to the drawing barrel for the car. 

12pm - First cash drawing. 
5:30pm - Last cash drawing. Total of 12 cash winners. 
No later than 7pm - Car drawing. 

Cash prizes will range in value from $50 to $5,000. 

The car will range in value from $10,000 to $100,000. 
The cash option, in lieu of the car, will range in value from $5,000 to $50,000. 

The winner of the car will be responsible for tax and licensing ofthe vehicle. 



ONE MDllON HWR DD-BEAT JACIPOT BONUS DRAWING 
7-11.«J 

1. Club One Casino would like the option to add a one million dollar drawing 
feature to our progressive Hold-em Jackpot when the jackpot reaches 
$50,000. The progressive amount would be capped when the bonus drawing 
is added. We anticipate about 4-6 events per year. 

2. The winner of this event would receive, in addition to 40% of the regular 
jackpot award, the chance to win one million dollars. 100 identical 
envelopes would be on display in the casino. 99 envelopes are worth $1,000 
and 1 envelope contains the grand prize of one million dollars. Odds of 
winning at least $1,000 would be 100%; the odds of winning one million 
dollars would be 99 to 1. The player would select any one envelope. 

3. The one million dollar bonus prize, if drawn, would be split exactly like the 
bad-beat jackpot. The bad-beat jackpot in poker is split 40% to the bad-beat 
loser of the pot, 20% to the pot winner and 40% divided equally among all 
active jackpot players paying for the same jackpot. The one million would 
likewise be divided in this way. If the bad-beat winner draws a $1 ,000 
envelope, they would keep it all. 

4. There will be absolutely no charge or additional fee to players for this 
feature. Club One would pay ~l costs and fees per event. A promotional 
company would be contracted/ 'for flat fee per event, to guarantee the prize. 
(In same manner as "hole-in-one" golf events are insured) The payment of 
th.is prize would be paid over time in yearly installments or the winner could 
elect to receive a lump sum cash settlement for a designated smaller cash 
amount. 

5. Normal promotional events that are under "no purchase necessary" 
provisions would automatically include participation in a million dollar 
drawing if it is in effect. (See attached NPN format.) 



"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES (CSRs) 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Rev. 6-24-03 

"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" GAMES ARE OFFERED 
GENERALLY AND INDISCRIMATELY AT NO COST TO THE 
PARTICIPANT. 

"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" PLAYER MUST: 

l . Be 21 years of age or older. 
2. Have valid picture I.D. 
3. Select game and seat at the table. 
Participants who wish to play for an award involving player -
player/dealer games must choose between being a player or the 
player/dealer. 

Player portion of information form is voluntary, not mandatory. (Social 
Security card or number is not required to play). 

Request a dealer from the DIC for the selected game and provide the 
necessary items to deal the game. Player must select a seat and play only the 
hand for that position. 

Dealers and CSRs should not engage in social conversation with 
participants or to advise participants in any way. All conversation should be 
through the poker CSRs and be kept to a minimum at all times. 

Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. 

Poker CSRs must supervise the dealin2 of the hand. 

CSRs will complete the player information page and tum it in to the casino 
manager. No customer signature is required if the hand does not win a prize. 



Hold 'em 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. The entire hand will be 
dealt to completion. lf the participant has a winning hand based on the 
promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants 
are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs must 
supervise the dealing of the hand. 

Crazy Pineapple Hold ' em 

Deal a ll the cards face up for a nine handed game. The entire hand will be 
dealt to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the 
promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants 
are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs must 
supervise the dealing of the hand. 

Omaha 

Deal all the cards face up for a nine handed game. The entire hand will be 
dealt to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the 
promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants 
are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs must 
supervise the dealing of the hand. 

Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be 
dealt to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the 
promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants 
are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs must 
supervise the dealing of the hand. 



Mexican Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be 
dealt to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the 
promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants 
are never allowed to touch the cars at any time. Poker CSRs must supervise 
the dealing of the hand. 

Pai-Gow 

Deal all the cards for a seven handed game. The entire hand will be dealt to 
completion. The player/dealer hand will always be the I seat. Take the 
hand that corresponds to the seat the participant is sitting in and spread it 
face up in front of the player. If the participant has a winning had based on 
the promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs 
must supervise the dealing of the hand. 

Push 9 

Deal all the cards for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be dealt to 
completion. The player/dealer hand will always be the l seat. Take the 
hand that corresponds to the seat the participant is sitting in and spread it 
face up in front of the player. If the participant has a winning hand based on 
the promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker SCRs 
must supervise the dealing of the hand. 



Blackjack 

Always start with a new suited shoe. Perform all procedures for starting a 
new game. I.e. check the decks, scramble and shuffle, offer cut, load shoe 
and bum. Deal all the cards face up for a seven handed game. The 
player/dealer will always be the 1 seat. The hand will be dealt to completion. 
If the participant has a winning hand based on the promotions being offered 
at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants are never allowed to touch 
the cards at any time. Poker CS Rs must supervise the dealing of the hand. 

Caribbean Stud 

Deal all the cards face up for an eight handed game. The entire hand will be 
dealt to completion. If the participant has a winning hand based on the 
promotions being offered at the time, he/she will be a winner. Participants 
must choose between being a player or the player/dealer. Participants are 
never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs must supervise the 
dealing of the hand. 

Pick Your Bonus Hand 

Hold ' em situation applies. Ifa person gets j,ajackpot hand they win the 
payoff appropriate to their hand. A player share is based on 7 payers 
(divided by 7). Normally, there are 9 players with 1 player winning the 
jackpot and 1 other person winning the pot, therefore, only 7 player shares. 
Participants are never allowed to touch the cards at any time. Poker CSRs 
must supervise the dealing of the hand. 

Tournament final table situations 

Deal one hand to completion as if the player was at the final table. If the 
player qualifies they win the award. Participants are never allowed to touch 
the cards at any time. Poker CS Rs must supervise the dealing of the hand. 



Pai Gow Bonus Hands Promotion 
Club One Casino 

The following table represents what Club One Casino would pay if that 
particular hand is hit. The more jackpots we offer, the less we can pay per 
offered jackpot. We would like the ability to choose which jackpots to pay, 
but they would fall within the ranges stated in the payout table. 

Hand Payout 
9-High $100-$500 
10-High $5-$250 

Five Aces $500-$2,500 
Royal Flush $50-$500 

Straight Flush $25-$500 
Four of a Kind $5-$500 

Full House $5-$250 
Flush $5-$100 

Three of a Kind $5-$100 

This is a No Purchase Necessary promotion, if a customer so desires we will 
deal Pai Gow hands to them that require no monetary bet or collection and 
they will be eligible to win. 

There are two table limits for the base game ofPai Gow Poker ($5 - $40 and 
$40 - $200). The payout for receiving a qualifying bonus hand at the lower 
limit table will be paid at half of what is paid at the higher limit table. 

This is a House Funded prize payout. 
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$10,000 
Pai-Gow Poker. Invitational 

Drawing 

Last Thursday of the month, with the first drawing at 
8pm 

I) All participants in the Tuesday night Pai Gow Poker 
tournament are eligible for the end of the month $10,000 
drawing. · In order to play in the Tuesday night tournament, 
you must have been a Pai Gow Poker High Hand winner 
during the previous 7 days. fligh Hands are awarded once 
every two hours for a maximum of 12 winners per day. 

2) Must be present to win. 
3) There will be 8 drawings, one each hour with the last 

drawing at 3am. 
4) Payouts will be as follows: 

1) $500@ 8pm 
2) $500@9pm 
3) $1000@ 10pm 
4) $1000@ l 1pm 
5) $1000@ 12 Midnight 
6) $1500@ lam 
7) $1500@2am 
8) $3000@ 3am 

No Purchase Necessary, Sec CSR for details, Club one reserves the right to cancel this prnmotion at llr'IY 
time. 



Club One Casino 
PAI GOW POKER PROGRESSIVE ROYAL FLUSH JACKPOT RULES 

 

1 
BGC ID: GEGA-003631 (January 2013) 

Advertisement Requirements 
Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the 
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID shall be referenced on all advertisements 
relating to the Pai Gow Poker Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot. 
 

Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not 
limited to the following, shall be displayed conspicuously and prominently in the 
Club One at all times: 
• Casino eligible games and time periods. 
• Qualifying hands and corresponding prize amounts. 
• Gaming activity collection fees. 
• The amount each prize pool will increase by daily. 
• Availability of No Purchase Necessary. 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity. 

 
Controlled Game 
Pai Gow Poker Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot shall be attached to all limits and 
versions of the currently approved games offered at the Club One, as listed below. 

 
• Pai Gow Poker 

 
All base game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau. 

 
Rules of Play 
The prize is a progressive, house funded prize that may be cash and/or casino chips 
ranging from $10 to $100,000.  In addition to or in lieu of a cash prize/casino chips, food, 
tournament entries, special event entry fees, clothing, trips, merchandise, vehicles, 
electronics and tickets may be awarded. 
 
The jackpot is progressive and will be increased by an amount ranging from $10 to 
$1000 daily.  The jackpot will increase at a pre-designated time that is based on an 
estimation of the previous day’s play.  The cap on the jackpot will be pre-designated in 
an amount ranging from $2,500 to $100,000.  When it is reached, a 2nd jackpot amount 
will begin behind the 1st.  Jackpot will be displayed in a conspicuous location in easy 
view of the patrons of the casino. The Club One Casino will automatically reseed the 
jackpot amount at a pre-designated amount ranging from $10 to $25,000. 
 
All royal flush prize amounts are separated by their respective suits and progress equally 
daily.  Example:  Each royal flush progressive begins at $100 and increases by $100 
daily. The amounts of each royal by suit will be displayed conspicuously (spades, hearts, 
diamonds, and clubs).  For this scenario the spade royal hits after all suits are at $700.  
The spade jackpot will be paid, and then re-seeded at $100.  The respective jackpots will 
now read $700 for hearts, diamonds and clubs, and $100 for the recently hit spade royal 
flush. 

Qualifying Hand Prize Range 
Five-Card Royal Flush in Spades $10 - $25,000 

Five-Card Royal Flush in Diamonds $10 - $25,000 
Five-Card Royal Flush in Hearts $10 - $25,000 
Five-Card Royal Flush in Clubs $10 - $25,000 

*The designated hand cannot be made with a joker 



Club One Casino 
PAI GOW POKER PROGRESSIVE ROYAL FLUSH JACKPOT RULES 
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The eligibility requirements are as follows: 
• A minimum of one player as well as the player-dealer must be dealt in the 

game. 
• Seated players as well as back-line bettors are eligible to win, as long as 

that patron has paid a collection for the hand.   
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players bet on the 

same qualifying hands, the prize will be split equally amongst all involved 
players.  

• The five-card Royal Flush is eligible no matter how the player set his/her 
seven-card Pai Gow Poker hand. 

• Casino employees are allowed to participate in this promotion, as long as 
they are on a designated break.  Employees cannot play any game while 
simultaneously dealing.  

• A Third-Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not 
eligible to place a jackpot collection fee and become eligible for the Pai 
Gow Poker Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot when either in the player-
dealer or player capacity. 

 
 
The Pai Gow Poker Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot shall be offered for free, on a 
general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate 
in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game.  The Club One Casino shall provide NPN 
tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity without paying a 
table fee or placing a live wager.  The NPN player shall adhere to all rules as the live 
player.  All advertisements shall state ANo Purchase Necessary@ for the Pai Gow Poker 
Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot. 
 
 
The equipment used in this gaming activity is a standard Pai Gow table.  No additional 
material is needed other than a display board for the jackpot amount. 

 



PICK YOIJR TOIJRNAMENT BONIJS BAND 
1. This promotion is based on the normal tournament structure combined with 

standard poker hands. ·· 
2. Limited to tournament players in selected tournaments. 

a. Players have the option to select any or all or none of the offered bonus 
hands 

b. Each bonus hand will have posted payoff amounts for that day and 
posted entry fees for that day prior to start of the tournament. 

c. Bonus hands, bonus amounts and bonus entry fees will vary from day to 
day and from tournament to tournament. 

d. All players will be eligible to win bonus hands marked "free". 
3. Separate entry fee for each bonus hand selected. See bonus hand selection 

sheet. 
4. Bonus cash paid to each player that makes the selected hands each day. 
5. W2G tax form required for winnings over $599 
6. No purchase necessary. 



PICK YOUR TOURNAMENT BONUS HAND 

This promotion is based on the normal, standard tournament structure combined with 
normally occurring, standard poker hands. This format will allow casino players a 
greater variety of bonus hands and thereby increase player enjoyment ofour normal 
poker events. 

2. Bonus hand awards will be paid from Club One Casino funds. 
3. Limited to players in selected events. 

a. Players have the options to select any, all or none ofthe offered bonus hands. 
b. Bonus hands will change from time to time based on customer requests and 

customer interest. 
c. The type of bonus hands, the awarded amounts for that day and posted entry fees 

for that day will be available before the start of the events. 
d. All players will be eligible to win bonus hands marked free provided the player 

registers their entry at the cashier cage prior to the start of the event. 
4. There will be a separate entry fee for each bonus hand selected (see sample bonus 

hand selection sheet) 
5. Bonuses will be paid to each player who personally makes their selected hands each 

day. 
6. Club One Prize Agreement required for all winnings and W2G tax forms required for 

winnings above $599 
7. ''No purchase necessary" will apply to this promotion. Any person over 21 years of 

age possessing positive ID can play for these bonus hands with absolutely no 
purchase required. Persons who achieve the specified bonus hands will be paid the 

~full bolllls award. • 

REGISTRATION AND AWARD PROCEDURES 

Players will have the opportunity to select bonus hands prior to the start ofthe event. 
Players will pay an entry fee for the bonus hands they have selected at the casino 
cage. Each individual's bonus hand sheet will be divided and 1 copy kept at the cage 
and 1 copy retained by the player. It is the responsibility of the player to be certain 
that the player copy and the cashier copy match exactly. All bonus hand awards will 
be made from the official cashier copy. The cashier copy will be date and time 
stamped at the cashier cage. 

2. During the event a player that makes a selected bonus hand is required to notify the 
appropriate floor person so the floor person and dealer can verify the hand. 

3. The casino cage will verify from the cashier copy that the bonus was selected and 
upon receipt of the floorman/dealer verification, will make the bonus award. 

4. At the end of the specified time period bonus hand entries expire and become void. 
5. All bonus hand entries must be completed prior to the start ofthe event and can not 

be subtracted from, nor added to, during the event. 
6. Bonus hand entries are issued to a specific player and can not be transferred to any 

other player or players. 
7. All winners are required to redeem their awards not later than noon the following day. 



GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Pocket Aces Cracked 
"Pocket" refers to the first two individual down cards in hold' em poker games. "Cracked" refers 
to having a good hand beaten by a better hand. 

Bust 3 - same hand 
Player eliminating 3 other players in the same hand. 

Elimination hand match 
Player at the final table has the opportunity to match exactly the hand on which they were 
eliminated. i.e.: Ifa player was eliminated with the pocket hand jack ofdiamonds, queen of 
spades then the dealer, after the completion to the hand, would shuffle up all the cards with 
standard dealing procedure and deal 2 cards from the top of the deck. Ifthose 2 cards match 
exactly the hand in which the player was eliminated (in this example jack ofdiamonds, queen of 
spades) then that player wins the match hand award. 

Pocket pair - flop quads 
A player having a pair on the first 2 individual cards and then the remaining 2 cards of that rank 
being turned on the flop is a winner. "Flop" refers to the turning of3 simultaneous cards at the 
start ofthe common cards in hold'em. 

Final table hands 
These situations apply to the final table ofa tournament and are only applicable during the final 
table. 
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PLAYER 
PLEASE CHECK DUPLICATE CASHIER COPY CAREFULLY 
ALL BONUS PAYS WILL BE FROM THE CASHIER'S COPY 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY - SEE FLOORPERSON FOR DETAILS 
CLUB ONE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ALTER OR CANCEL ANY PROMOTION 
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NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
PL\YERINFORMATION 

CUSTOMER 
Print name 

Signature 

Drivers license# State D.O.B. 

SSN - - Date Time 
--,.. 

I found out about Club One Casino by: 

T V Newspaper Friend Radio Other _______ 

DEALER 

Dealer name (print)~--------'---- Badge#_.;,..__ 

Grune: Hold-em Blackjack Pai Gow Other ______ 

Date Time start Time end 

POKERFLOORPERSON 
Hand winner? Yes No 

Typeofprize __________Amount$ ____ 

Print name 

Signature 
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Advertisement Requirements 
The Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Club 
One Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID listed above shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to the Poker Tournaments. 

 

 

 

Furthermore, all rules and procedures for Poker Tournaments, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be displayed conspicuously and prominently in the Club One Casino at all times 
that a Poker Tournament is offered for play: 

• How a player may enter the tournament. 
• The game(s) that will be offered during the play of the tournament. 
• The fees that will be charged for entering the tournament, including a description for 

each fee charged and whether it shall be retained by the Club One Casino, added 
directly into the tournament prize pool, or any other method of retention or distribution. 

• The amount of tournament chips that will be awarded to each player upon entry into the 
tournament. 

• The tournament prize structure that will be offered, and the number of players that will be 
paid. 

• When the patron(s) will be paid and the manner in which they will be paid. 
• The rules and procedures for any and all gaming activities that being offered in 

conjunction with the Poker Tournaments. 
• Any other restrictions that apply to the Poker Tournaments. 

Controlled Games 
The tournament games that may be played during Poker Tournaments at the Club One Casino 
shall only be those as listed below. 
 

• Crazy Pineapple Poker • Draw Poker 
• Draw Poker Hi-Lo • Draw Poker Jack’s Back 
• Fast Action Hold’em • Five Card Stud 
• Lazy Pineapple Poker • Lowball 
• Mexican Stud • Omaha Hi-Lo 
• Omaha Poker • Pineapple Hi Poker 
• Seven Card Stud Hi, Low, and Hi-Lo • Texas Hold’em 
• Texas Hold’em Hi-Lo  

 
All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau. 

 
Gaming Activities Offered During Tournament Play 
Splash the Pot:  

• Rules of Play: The Splash the Pot Promotion involves a drawing where a bin, basket, or 
other non-electronic randomizer will be used.  During pre-determined times and intervals 
of the promotional period, a casino key employee will announce the commencement of 
the drawing.  The casino key employee will then select a table by randomly choosing a 
card or other lamer from the randomizer.  A card or lamer will depict a number that 
corresponds to each eligible poker table currently being used in the tournament.  The 
cards or lamers, which are equally sized and colored, will be mixed within the 
randomizer.  Then, one will be selected.  Once that table number is determined, the 
house dealer on the drawn table will be instructed to finish the hand they are currently 
dealing.  The key employee will place the pre-designated prize in the center of the table.  
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No new players may enter the game in between these hands.  The dealer will then deal 
the next hand.  The player with the winning hand will win the pot of tournament chips 
and the added prize in the center of the table.  In the event of a tie, the winning players 
will split the prize evenly when the prize is designated as cash.  If the prize is an item or 
merchandise, the winners of the hand will be dealt one more hand.  During this hand of 
play, there will be no betting.  The highest hand wins the prize, but not the pot, as that 
would have already been split according to the rules previously approved by the Bureau. 

• Prize: The Splash the Pot Promotion features a fixed prize element.  The player who 
wins the hand at the randomly selected table will receive a prize ranging in value from $1 
to $1,000 in the form of cash, casino chips, or other promotional items such as electronic 
devices, merchandise, or as pre-designated by the casino.  Prize amounts will be pre-
determined and posted before being offered. 

• Funding:  The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 
Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 

• Eligibility: 
o There is not a minimum or maximum number of players required to be playing in 

a game in order for the table to qualify for the drawing.  
o If a table number has been drawn, it will remain eligible for future drawings. 
o The drawing times will be pre-determined, but not posted during the promotional 

period.  These times will be listed on a card, time stamped at the cage, and 
placed in the key employee’s care.  

o For the drawing, the player must be seated and participating at a pre-determined 
and designated tournament game in order to be eligible to win. 

o All procedures and prize amounts must be displayed prominently via any form of 
advertising that the Club One Casino wishes to utilize, including but not limited to 
printed flyers, digital display, the Casino=s website, etc. 

 
Lucky Drawing:  

• Rules of Play: The Lucky Drawing Promotion involves a random drawing where a bin or 
other randomizer will be used.  During pre-determined times and intervals of the 
promotion, Casino staff will announce the commencement of the drawing and collect 
player rewards cards/tickets from each player seated at the eligible tournament game.  
Player rewards cards/tickets will be collected over the course of the promotion and 
stored for the duration or collected at pre-determined times.  Those cards/tickets will 
then be placed in the drawing bin and will be rotated.  Once the cards or tickets are 
thoroughly mixed, a casino employee will randomly draw one card/ticket from the bin.  
The player who has their card/ticket drawn will be awarded the posted prize.  If a 
card/ticket is drawn and the winner of the drawing is not present, the card/ticket will be 
placed back in the drawing bin and another will be drawn.  This process will occur until a 
winner is selected and present to claim their prize.  Once the drawing is complete, all 
player rewards cards will be returned to their designated owner.  If tickets are used, they 
will not be returned. 

• Prize: The Lucky Drawing Promotion features a fixed prize element.  The player who has 
their player rewards card or ticket randomly selected will receive a prize ranging in value 
from $25 to $50,000 in the form of cash, casino chips, or other promotional items such 
vehicles, electronic devices, trips, etc.  Prize amounts will be pre-determined and posted 
before being offered.   

• Funding: The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 
Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 

• Eligibility: 
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o The promotion will be open to all players who participate in an eligible game 
during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the promotion and 
have a player rewards card.  The prizes will be awarded to players when their 
player rewards card/ticket has been randomly selected during a pre-determined 
and posted time period. The drawing times will be pre-determined and posted in 
advance during the promotional period.   

o Any player is eligible for a player rewards card at no charge.  The proposed card 
will include the Club One Casino logo, the player’s contact information, a photo of 
the player, some descriptive language and the problem gambling phone number 
and website.  It will also include a bar-code and player number unique to the 
patron.  The card will be property of the Club One Casino, for use by that patron 
only, and is be non-transferable.  Furthermore, player information will be 
maintained in a secure database accessed only by Casino management and the 
database will be backed-up daily.  

o For the drawing, the player must be seated and participating at a pre-determined 
and designated game in order to be eligible to win.  Furthermore, players may be 
required to participate in an eligible game for a pre-determined and designated 
period of time in order to qualify.   

o If a ticket is utilized rather than a player rewards card, a player will be eligible to 
receive one ticket during pre-determined times and intervals during the 
promotional period such as hourly, daily, weekly, etc.   The distribution times, 
based on time of play, will be pre-determined and posted in advance prior to the 
promotion being offered. 

o A player who’s player rewards card is chosen during the drawing must be 
present and claim their prize within sixty seconds; otherwise, another player 
rewards card will be drawn. 

o There are no minimum or maximum number of players required to be playing in a 
designated game in order for the table or a player to be eligible for the promotion. 

o All procedures, times, and cash amounts will be displayed prominently via printed 
flyers, digital display, and any other forms of advertisements. 

 
Cracked Hand Promotion: (on Texas Hold’em tournaments only) 

• Rules of Play: 
The Cracked Hand Promotion features a fixed promotional prize element attached to the 
Poker Tournaments on Texas Hold’em games.  A prize is awarded to a player 
participating in a tournament game when a designated second hand is beaten by a 
better qualifying hand at the showdown.  A player that receives the qualifying losing 
hand will receive a fixed cash amount ranging from $25 to $2,000.  In all instances, 
patrons will be provided with ample advance notice of the posted promotional prize for 
the game in which they are playing. 

• Qualifying Hands:  
Players that make a hand that contains the specific pair of “Pocket Aces,” “Pocket 
Kings,” or “Pocket Queens” and loses to a better hand will be eligible to win the Cracked 
Hand promotion prize amount, as shown below.  Only one qualifying hand may be used 
during any one promotional period. 

• Funding: The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 
Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 

• Eligibility: 
o In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must use both hole cards 
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o In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must complete the applicable bets 
on each round.  If the player goes “all-in,” this is considered to have completed all 
bets. 

o In order to qualify for the promotion, the player must lose the hand on the 
showdown, after the final round of betting. 

o There are no minimum or maximum number of players required at the table to 
qualify for the promotion during tournament games.   

o All procedures, times and cash amounts will be displayed prominently via printed 
flyers, digital display, and any other forms of advertisements. 

 
High Hand:  

• Rules of Play:  When a player obtains a potential high hand during a tournament, a 
designated gambling establishment employee verifies the hand then posts the table, 
seat number, name, and details of the high hand on a white panel located in the poker 
section of the gambling establishment.  The former high hand, if any, would then be 
erased.  At the end of the tournament, the winner(s) listed as having the high hand 
would be announced.   

• Prize: The player who is determined to have the highest hand during the tournament 
shall be awarded a prize ranging in value of $50 to $500 in the form of cash, chips, 
casino merchandise, and/or tournament entry.  The prize shall be funded by the casino. 

• Funding: The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 
Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 

• Eligibility:  
o Winners must be present to win, but are not required to be playing in a game.   
o In the event of a tie, the prize is divided equally among the winners.    
o There are no minimum or maximum number of players required to be playing at a 

table in order for the player to be eligible. 
o All procedures, times, and cash amounts will be displayed prominently via printed 

flyers, digital display, and any other forms of advertisements. 
 

New Player Promotion: 
• Rules of Play: Any new player to the casino can play for a discounted entry fee; buy-in 

fee; service charge; dealer charge; re-buy amount; and/or add-on amount. 
• Prize: The prize may be no charge or a discounted charge on any/or all of the possible 

fees for a given tournament. 
• Funding: The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 

Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 
• Eligibility: 

o Every current customer is considered to be “New” for the purposes of this 
promotion until they use this option for the first time.  

o New players are determined by using a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-002024). 
o Players may also earn this promotion by providing a valid form of ID and the 

casino will enter that player’s information on a database to track who has earned 
their new player promotion. 

o Details of what discount will be offered will be pre-determined at a minimum of 24 
hours in advance prior to offering the promotion, and all procedures, times, and 
discount amounts will be displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, 
and any other forms of advertisements. 
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Bring-a-Friend Promotion: 
• Rules of Play: Any customer who brings a new player to the casino can play for a 

discounted entry fee; buy-in fee; service charge; dealer charge; re-buy amount; and/or 
add-on amount. 

• Prize: The prize may be no charge or a discounted charge on any/or all of the possible 
fees for a given tournament. 

• Funding: The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 
Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 

• Eligibility: 
o There is no restriction on how many times a player is eligible for this promotion, 

as long as the person that he/she brings qualifies for the New Player Promotion 
(as listed above) each time. 

o New players are determined by using a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-002024). 
o The new players may also earn this promotion by providing a valid form of ID and 

the casino will enter that player’s information on a database to track who has 
earned their new player promotion. 

o Details of what discount will be offered will be pre-determined at a minimum of 24 
hours in advance prior to offering the promotion, and all procedures, times, and 
discount amounts will be displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, 
and any other forms of advertisements. 

 

 

 

Tournament Leaderboard Promotion: 
• Rules of Play: The top Leaderboard players, that have a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-

002024), during a pre-determined and posted timeframe, will receive cash or prizes. 
• Possible Points Earned: The top 1-20% of finishers in each tournament even will receive 

points toward the rankings, based on the number on entrants, the tournament buy-in and 
place of finish. (Example: The 10 (1-20 range) best results will count for the monthly 
rankings. AND/OR The 100 (10-500 range) best results will count for the yearly rankings. 
Results will be updated weekly.)  The formula to determine the number of points earned 
for any given tournament is: Points = 10 * [sqrt(n)/sqrt(k)] * [1+log(b+0.25)] (n= number 
of entrants, k= place of finish, b=buy-in amount in dollars (including administrative fee, 
but not service charge)) Points are tracked on the player’s Player Reward Card. 

• Prize: The top leaderboard players will earn cash or prizes ranging from $0-$5,000.  The 
possible prizes shall be in the form of tournament entries, food, special event shows, gift 
shop coupons, jackets, shirts, bracelets, and trophies. 

• Funding: The prize is funded by the Casino.  No amount shall be deducted from the 
Tournament prize pool in order to fund this gaming activity. 

• Eligibility: 
o Players are required to have a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-002024) in order to 

be eligible for this promotion. 
o All procedures, times, possible points earned, and prize amounts will be 

displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, and any other forms of 
advertisements. 

Player Rewards Card (GEGA-002024): The Player Rewards Card features a promotional 
element attached to the live games as well as the tournament games listed.  A player that has a 
Player Reward Card and buys-in to a tournament for any amount shall be awarded points on 
their Player Reward Card. The points awarded shall range between 1 and 500 per entry fee.  
Points may be redeemed for various prizes.  The prizes shall be funded by the casino. 
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Royal Flush Giveaway Promotion (GEGA-002284): Players that make a royal flush of any suit 
(when using both hole cards) will be awarded with a prize ranging between $25 and $5,000 
depending on the amount in the promotional fund.  The prize shall be funded by the casino. 
 

 

 

Bounties:  Bounty targets are tournament players who are selected prior to the start of the 
tournament.  During the play of a tournament, either a single player or multiple players in a 
tournament may be designated as bounty targets.  If a bounty target player loses all of their 
tournament chips during a hand of play and is eliminated from the tournament, the winner of 
that hand shall win a pre-determined and designated amount of money ranging in value 
between $5 and $5,000.  The bounty money may be deducted from the tournament prize pool 
or may be guaranteed and paid for by Club One Casino.  Patrons shall be given notice of how 
the activity shall be funded prior to the tournament being offered. 

Tournament Entry 
• Tournament entry is open to all customers. 
• The specific structure shall be on any and all advertisements and must be made 

available to patrons prior to the start of the tournament.  The structure of a tournament 
shall not change once sign-ups begin. 

• Promotional materials shall not advertise gender-based discounts nor imply a 
gender-based entrance policy. 

• Patrons may enter a tournament by paying the buy-in and entry fee.  All fees, prices 
charged, and the amount of tournament chips provided shall be equal and posted 
for all players.  

• Entry may be earned by winning a previous tournament.  All gaming activities and/or 
promotions shall be approved by the Bureau prior to being offered for play. 

• Entry may be earned by redeeming points from a players “Player Rewards Card” (BGC 
ID GEGA-002024). 

• Club One Casino may offer a team tournament format where entry is granted in the 
same manner as individual entry.  Team member would alternate equally at every pre-
designated and determined intervals and each team shall consist of an equal number of 
players.  For simplicity, the price to enter shall be listed as per team and not per 
individual. 

• Club One Casino may offer a single tournament over several days, allowing buy-ins 
each of those days, with prior notice to its customers.  In the event of this occurrence, 
each day of entry shall be designated as a qualifier and a pre-determined and 
designated amount of players for each day shall be invited back for a final day.  Payout 
structure shall be based on total number of entrants. 

• More than one method of entry for a specific tournament may be utilized. 

Tournament Structure 
Buy-In $1 - $500,000 
Re-Buy $1 - $500,000 
Number of Re-Buys 0 – Unlimited Times 
Add-On $1 - $500,000 
Number of Add-Ons 0 – Unlimited Times 
Entry Fee* $0 - $1,000 
Service Fee** $0 - $1,000 
Dealer Appreciation Fee*** $0 - $1,000 

*The entry fee shall be retained by the Club One Casino for hosting the tournament.  
This fee shall not be included in the tournament prize pool. 
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**The service fee shall be retained by Club One Casino and used exclusively to pay 
tournament staff, make upgrades to equipment, advertisements, etc. that directly benefit 
the tournament area and/or its presentation.  This is an optional fee that tournament 
entrants may pay in exchange for additional tournament chips.  This fee shall not be 
included in the tournament prize pool. 
***The dealer appreciation fee shall be retained by Club One Casino and used 
exclusively to pay tournament dealers.  This shall be an optional fee that tournament 
entrants may pay in exchange for additional tournament chips.  This fee shall not be 
included in the tournament prize pool. 

 

 

 

 

Tournament Prize Amounts & Source of Funds  
Regular Prize Pool 

• The prize pot may consist of the sum of all buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons for each event, 
and the payouts shall be a percentage. 

• Prizes may also be guaranteed ranging from $100 to $100,000.  The prize shall be paid 
to the player from the buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons.  If there is not enough cash to 
cover the guaranteed prize amount, the Club One Casino shall fund the difference. 

• Club One Casino may also guarantee a tournament prize pool amount, ranging in value 
from $1 to $100,000 in the form of a pre-determined and designated non-cash item.  In 
this case, the cost of the non-cash prize shall either be fully funded by Club One Casino 
or reimbursed from the player(s) buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons in an amount equivalent 
to the cash value of the non-cash prize.  However, if the total of the player(s) buy-ins, re-
buys, and add-ons exceeds the value of the non-cash prize, the excess amount of 
money exceeding the value of the non-cash prize shall also be awarded to the winning 
player(s).  If the total of the buy-ins plus the re-buys and add-ons (if applicable) does not 
equal the value of the non-cash prize, Club One Casino shall cover the shortfall. 

Tournament Prize Structure 
The prize structure shall be broken down by the number of paid entries and percentage paid, as 
shown in the enclosed document.  Patrons shall be given ample notice of which option is being 
offered and it shall be displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, and any other 
forms of advertisements that the card room uses to promote the tournament(s). 
 
Entities Involved Other than the House 
At any time, Club One Casino may offer a charity tournament that would include other 
organizations.  These organizations shall be reputable and federally recognized as non-profit or 
charity organizations. 

No Purchase Necessary  
The gaming activities attached to the Poker Tournaments shall be offered for free, on a general 
and indiscriminant basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No 
Purchase Necessary (NPN) game.  The Club One Casino shall provide No Purchase Necessary 
tables for patrons who request to participate in the gaming activities attached to the Poker 
Tournaments without paying any entry into the tournament.  The NPN player must adhere to all 
rules as the tournament player.  All advertisements shall state “No Purchase Necessary” when 
referencing the gaming activities offered during the Poker Tournaments. 
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Bureau Requirements 
 
Advertising 
Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Casino 
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-002284) shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to this gaming activity. 
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be prominently displayed in Club One Casino at all times the gaming activity is 
being offered for play: 
 

• Eligible games and time periods 
• Qualifying winning and losing hands 
• Jackpot prize amount 
• No Purchase Necessary Opportunity  
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity 

 
Eligible Controlled Games  
The Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau approved 
controlled games offered at Club One Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming activity 
is being offered for play.  All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by 
the Bureau. 
 
• Asian Stud Poker (GEGA-001768) • Mexican Stud (GEGA-001778) 
• Chinese Poker (GEGA-001769) • Omaha Hi-Lo (GEGA-001779) 
• Crazy Pineapple Poker (GEGA-001770) • Omaha Poker (GEGA-001780) 
• Draw Poker (GEGA-001771) • Omaha 5 Hi-Lo Split (GEGA-001770) 
• Draw Poker Hi-Lo (GEGA-001772) • Pineapple Hi Poker (GEGA-001781) 
• Draw Poker Jacks Back (GEGA-001773) • River-Down Hold’em (GEGA-004631) 
• Five Card Stud (GEGA-001775) • Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001785) 
• Lazy Pineapple Poker (GEGA-001776) • Texas Hold’em Hi-Lo (GEGA-002258) 
• Seven Card Stud Hi and Hi-Lo (GEGA-

001783) 
 

 
Object and Summary 
The Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot features a progressive jackpot prize, which is awarded to 
players participating in a poker game when a Royal Flush is achieved. When the hand is 
confirmed by a casino representative, the player that achieved the qualifying hand shall be 
awarded 100% of the posted progressive prize amount. In all instances, patrons shall be 
provided ample notice of all rules and restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.  
 
Qualifying Hands 
The progressive jackpot prize shall be awarded to a player who achieves a qualifying hand as 
shown below while dealt into a qualifying poker game. The qualifying hand chart shall be 
displayed in the Casino on a display box located centrally in the Casino.  
 

Qualifying Hand Prize 
Royal Flush $1 - $50,000 
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Eligibility Requirements 
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above 
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.  
 

• There is no minimum amount of time that must be played in order for a game to qualify 
for this gaming activity.  

• There are a minimum of two players required to be dealt into the base game in order for 
it to qualify for this gaming activity.  

• In the event more than one qualifying hand is achieved, the posted prize shall be split 
among all players with the qualifying hand.  

o If there is an odd number of chips, the extra amount shall be awarded to the 
patron with the highest ranking hand by suit. Suit rankings from highest to lowest 
shall be as follows: spades, hearts, diamonds, and clubs.  

o If the prize is to be paid in the form of merchandise, each player with a qualifying 
hand shall be awarded the posted prize.  

• There is no limit to the amount of times a player may win a prize in any given 
promotional period.  

• Casino employees are eligible to participate in this promotion when on or off duty, in or 
out of uniform, so long as all other requirements for this promotion are met.  

• Tournament games are not eligible for this gaming activity.  
 
Prize 
Prizes will be paid in the form of cash, live casino chips, food, entry into tournaments (GEGA-
000613), clothing, trips, merchandise, vehicles, electronics, or event tickets. All prizes shall be 
predetermined and clearly posted prior to the promotion being offered for play.  
 
Funding 
The Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot shall be fully funded by Club One Casino. There shall be 
no additional jackpot or collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity. The Casino 
shall initially seed the progressive jackpot in an amount ranging between $1 - $50,000. The 
progressive prize amount shall increase either daily, weekly, or monthly at the Casino’s 
discretion, and all funds added to the progressive jackpot shall be clearly documented in 
accounting records. No funds added to the progressive prize amount shall be deducted for any 
reason other than to pay a winning jackpot prize. The progressive prize amount shall increase in 
an amount ranging between $1 - $50,000. The cap for this progressive jackpot will be a 
minimum of $1 to a maximum of $50,000. The cap shall be predetermined and posted before 
the start of the promotional period, and will not change for any reason during the promotion until 
the jackpot has been hit.   
 
Administrative Fees 
Club One Casino shall not retain an administrative fee for the Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot 
as this gaming activity is fully house funded.  
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No Purchase Necessary  
The Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for 
free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions.  The Casino shall provide No 
Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity 
without paying a table fee or placing a live wager.  All advertisement material shall state "No 
Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Progressive Royal Flush Jackpot.  This requirement 
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors, 
posters, and flyers. 
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Advertisement Requirements 
Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should Club One 
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID listed above shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to the Sport’s Squares.   
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this promotion, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be displayed conspicuously and prominently in Club One Casino at all times the 
promotion is being offered: 
 

• Prize amount or item. 
• Eligible games and time periods. 
• Schedule of when prizes shall be rewarded including if a game goes beyond it’s normal 

stopping point. 
• Any No Purchase Necessary opportunity. 
• Any other applicable restrictions. 

 
Controlled Game 
The Sport’s Squares shall be attached to all limits and versions of the currently approved 
California and Poker games offered at Club One Casino, as listed below.  All base game rules 
shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau. 

 
Rules of Play 
During a pre-determined and posted sporting event, Club One Casino will allow seated players 
to put their name in a square on the Sport’s Square board or the seated players will be handed 
a ticket.  The following rules apply depending on which way the promotion is running: 
 

The Sport’s Square Board 
The board will have 100 squares (10 squares by 10 squares).  Each row will be 
numbered vertically and horizontally from 0 to 9.  Players can sign up for a square no 
more than 1.5 hours prior to the start of the sporting event.  Squares are issued on a first 
come, first serve basis.  One square, per person will be chosen by the seated player.  
One team will be represented by the vertical numbers, and the other team will be 
represented by the horizontal numbers.  These numbers will correspond to the score of 
the game.  The numbers assigned to each square are determined by the point where 
each vertical and horizontal line intersects on the board.  At a pre-determined point of 
the sporting event (quarter, inning, half time, final, etc.), the player who’s corresponding 
numbers of their square match the score at that time will be the winner of the posted 
prize amount.  Only the last digit of each team’s score will be applied to the numbers on 
the board.  (A score of 7 to 14 will be compared on the board as 7 to 4).  
 
Sport’s Ticket 
Eligible seated players wll be given a ticket before the start of a televised sporting event.  
The ticket will have two numbers printed on it, ranging between 0-9.  The numbers will 
have a corresponding sport’s team’s name, or simply “Home” and “Visitor.” At the end of 
each period of play (Quarter), the player with the same ticket that matches the score of 
the game wins the pre-designated prize amount. For purposes of determining the correct 
ticket, only the last digit of the displayed score is counted. (Example: Score is 28-14, this 
would match the ticket that had 8 and 4 on it.) Players must be seated in a game in order 
to be eligible to win a prize. 
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If the game goes beyond its normal stopping point, as in the case of a tie, the promotion will 
continue and prizes will continue to be awarded in the same manner as they were during the 
normal regulation time of the sporting event, according to the rules posted for that event.  For 
example, if a football or basketball game has a prize given away at the end of each quarter, and 
the game goes into overtime, a prize will be given at the end of each quarter played.  In a 
baseball game, if there is a prize given away at the end of every third inning, the same format 
will be used if the game goes into extra innings.  If only two extra innings are played, there is no 
prize awarded.  The rules for the event will state the designated time(s) during the game for 
which prizes will be awarded.  All participants at these events will have an equal chance to win 
prizes. 
 
Prize 
The prize shall be a fixed and predetermined amount of cash or chips or an item ranging in 
value from $10 to $10,000.  In addition to or in lieu of a cash prize/casino chips, the prize may 
be food, tournament entries, special event entry fees, clothing, trips, merchandise, vehicles, 
electronics and tickets.  The total prize value shall not exceed that amount listed above. 
 
Eligibility 
The promotion shall be limited to the first one hundred tables and be available to all seated 
players, including players at the No Purchase Necessary table.   

• There is no minimum number of players required to participate in the promotion. 
• Players may change tables at any time during the promotion per existing casino 

procedures. 
• Only players seated and playing at a table, at the end of the designated scoring period, 

shall be eligible for the prize. 
• Backline bettors shall not be eligible to participate in this promotion. 
• Only live games shall be eligible to participate in this promotion.   
• Tournament tables shall not be eligible to participate in this promotion. 
• Casino employees are eligible to participate in this promotion on or off duty, in or out of 

uniform. 
• Third Party Proposition players are not eligible to participate in this promotion. 
• All procedures, times, scoring periods, and prize amounts must be displayed prominently 

via any form of advertising that Club One Casino wishes to use, including but not limited 
to printed flyers, digital display, the Casino’s website, etc. 
 

Funding 
The Sport’s Squares shall be fully funded by Club One Casino.  There shall be no additional 
promotion fees, jackpot fees, or collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for 
players to participate. 

 
No Purchase Necessary 
The Sport’s Squares shall be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no 
restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game.  The 
Casino shall provide NPN tables for all patrons who request to participate in the promotion 
without paying a fee.  A No Purchase Necessary table will be made available to any customer 
upon request in a reasonable time period.  The customer will choose one seat to play.  The 
dealer will deal all cards face-up with no wagering of any kind.  If the ticket that was drawn by 
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the customer matches the sporting event score, then that patron will win the designated prize 
amount.  All advertisements must state No Purchase Necessary for the Sport’s Squares. 
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Bureau Requirements 
 
Advertising 
The Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Casino 
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-001802) shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to this gaming activity. 
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Club One Casino at all times the gaming activity 
is being offered for play: 
 
• Eligible games and time periods and corresponding earned number of ticket(s). 
• Qualifying hands and corresponding earned number of ticket(s) 
• Prize amounts. 
• Requirements for tournament winners to earn tickets. 
• If and when “Promotional Games” are available. 
• Availability of No Purchase Necessary. 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity. 

 
Eligible Controlled Games 
The Three Barrels shall be attached to the following Bureau approved controlled games offered 
at Club One Casino, as shown below, at all times that this gaming activity is being offered for 
play.  All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau. 
 
• Texas Hold’em  • Pure Spanish 21.5 
• River-Down Hold’em  • Pure 21.5 Blackjack 
• 7-Card Stud  • 21st Century Blackjack 
• Pineapple  • 21st Century Blackjack Switch 
• Omaha  • EZ Baccarat 
• Mexican Stud • 21st Century Baccarat 
• Ultimate Texas Hold’em • Supreme Baccarat 
• Three Card Poker • Pai Gow Tiles 
• Caribbean Stud Poker • Casino War 
• Pai Gow Poker • Super Pan 9 
• Fortune Pai Gow Poker • Ultra Pan 9 

 
Object and Summary 
During pre-determined and posted times, players will have the opportunity to earn tickets that 
will be entered into a drawing to receive a prize.  There will be two ways for a player to earn a 
ticket, either by making a qualifying hand or by playing for a specified period of time at one of 
the designated “promotional games.” 
 
Qualifying Hands 
Players that make one of the following advertised hands shall win the opportunity to receive 1-3 
tickets, as posted.  Qualifying hands in the applicable poker games must use two hole cards 
(see the Qualifying Hands Chart for specific games.)  For games that have three or four hole 
cards only two hole cards are required for the qualifying hand.  There is no limitation on the 
number of times a ticket can be awarded for making a qualifying hand. Patrons shall be 
provided with ample advance notice as to the requirement for the qualifying hands.  The 
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qualifying hands within the chart below shall be offered together at all times that this gaming 
activity is being offered for play.  All qualifying hands will be verified by Casino personnel.  After 
players have earned their tickets, players will write their name or Player Rewards Card (GEGA-
002325) number on the face of the ticket and then the ticket will be placed into the drawing bin.   
 

Game Qualifying Hand Number of Tickets 
Texas Hold’em* Any Ace-high Flush or better 1 - 3 

Down-River Hold’em* Any Ace-high Flush or better 1 - 3 
7-Card Stud* Any Ace-high Flush or better 1 - 3 
Pineapple* Any Ace-high Flush or better 1 - 3 

Omaha* Any Full House or better 1 - 3 
Mexican Stud Any Full House or better 1 - 3 

Ultimate Texas Hold’em Any Ace-high Flush or better 1 - 3 
Three Card Poker Any Ace-high Straight or better 1 - 3 

Caribbean Stud Poker Any Ace-high Flush or better 1 - 3 
Pai Gow Poker Any Full House or better 1 - 3 

Fortune Pai Gow Poker Any Full House or better 1 - 3 
Spanish 21.5 Any 678 or 777 hand or any Club Natural 1 - 3 

Pure 21.5 Blackjack Any 678 or 777 hand or any Club Natural 1 - 3 
21st Century Blackjack Any 678 or 777 hand or any Club Natural 1 - 3 

21st Century Blackjack Switch Any 678 or 777 hand or any Club Natural 1 - 3 
EZ Baccarat Any Tie 9 1 - 3 

21st Century Baccarat Any Tie 9 1 - 3 
Supreme Baccarat Any Tie 9 1 - 3 

Pai Gow Tiles Any Wong or better 1 - 3 
Casino War Any win after going to “War” 1 - 3 

Super Pan 9 Player and Player-Dealer have 8 or 9, the 
hands do not have to tie 1 - 3 

Ultra Pan 9 Player and Player-Dealer have 8 or 9, the 
hands do not have to tie 1 - 3 

*Texas Hold’em, Down-River Hold’em, 7-Card Stud, Pineapple and Omaha poker games must 
use two hold cards when making a qualifying hand.   
 
Promotional Games 
At certain times during the pre-determined and posted time, specified games will be designated 
as “promotional games.”  Players who are playing at the “promotional game” for at least thirty 
minutes shall be awarded a ticket.  The tickets will be approximately the size of a business card 
with a place for players to put their name or Player Rewards Card number (GEGA-002325), the 
date, and the game played.  When a player sits at one of the promotional game tables they will 
receive a ticket and the player will complete the information requested on the ticket and return it 
to the dealer.  The dealer will only deposit tickets in the drawing bin that have met the specified 
time frames.  If a player leaves a table before the designated time frame the ticket will be voided 
by the dealer.   
 
Players at “promotional games” shall only be able to receive one ticket per day unless, during 
pre-determined and posted time frame, double tickets or triple tickets are awarded.  If the player 
plays for at least thirty minutes their ticket is placed in a cage like device or cylinder by a 
designated casino employee.  During pre-determined and posted times throughout the week, 
there will be a specified number of drawings where one winning ticket will be drawn by a 
designated employee on the casino floor.  The player or players whose tickets are drawn will be 
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awarded the pre-determined and designated prize.  The drawing bins shall be emptied at the 
end of the pre-designated drawing period. 
 
Eligibility Requirements 
• This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at an approved 

game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the gaming activity. 
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying hands, each 

player shall receive the amount of tickets posted for that qualifying hand. 
• Texas Hold’em, Down-River Hold’em, 7-Card Stud, Pineapple and Omaha poker games 

must use two hold cards when making a qualifying hand.   
• There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during a 

qualifying game in order for the players to be eligible for this gaming activity, other than 
what is required per game play. 

• Players must be present at the time of the drawing in order to win the designated prize. 
• The player-dealer is eligible to participate in the promotion; however, if the Third Party is 

the player-dealer for that round and he/she receives a qualifying hand, the player-dealer 
will not receive a ticket for that round. 

• The tickets shall be discarded at the end of the pre-designated drawing period. 
• Tickets are non-transferrable and can only be used by the player who earned them.   
• All qualifying hands must be verified by casino personnel in order to be eligible. 
• Only authorized casino representatives may place tickets in the drum. 
• Casino employees, on and off duty, in or out of uniform, are eligible to participate in the 

drawing; however, they are not eligible to win grand prizes.   
• A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to participate 

in the gaming activity on or off duty. 
• The promotion shall not be valid during tournament play. 

 
Prize 
The prize shall be a fixed amount ranging in value from $5 to $50,000.  The prize shall be in the 
form of casino chips, cash, or merchandise.   If the prize is valued at more than $5,000 it is 
considered a “Grand Prize.”  If the prize is designated as a “Grand Prize,” casino employees are 
not eligible to win.  If a casino employee’s ticket is selected the ticket is returned to the barrel 
and another ticket will be selected. 
 
Funding 
The Three Barrels Drawing shall be fully funded by Club One Casino.  There shall be no 
additional jackpot fees or collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players 
to participate.   
 
Administrative Fee     
The Club One Casino shall not retain an administrative fee as this promotion is house funded. 
 
No Purchase Necessary 
A NPN player can request to play, at no cost to themselves, for the displayed and advertised 
prize.  The card room shall have a gaming table set up where the NPN player can choose a 
seat and the dealer will deal cards to simulate a full game.  The NPN player will play his/her 
hand as if it were a live game and the other hands (all seats are dealt a hand to simulate a full 
game thus offering the NPN the optimum chance to win) will be monitored/played, by the dealer.  
If the player makes one of the qualifying hands, the NPN player will be awarded with the posted 
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amount of tickets and will be entered into the Three Barrels.  A NPN player, whose ticket has 
been drawn, will win the designated prize amount.  There will be no live wagering and no live 
chips played at the NPN table.  The NPN player shall have no restrictions placed on them and 
shall be able to play on an indiscriminate and unlimited basis.  All advertisement material shall 
state “No Purchase Necessary” when referencing the Three Barrels gaming activity.  This 
requirement extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer 
monitors, posters, and flyers. 
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Bureau Requirements 
 
Advertising 
The Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Club 
One Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004417) shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to the Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot.   
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this jackpot, including but not limited to the following, 
shall be prominently displayed in the Club One Casino at all times the jackpot is being offered: 
 

• Eligible games and time periods. 
• Qualifying winning and losing hands and the corresponding jackpot prize amount for 

each tube. 
• Table limit(s) and corresponding tube or prize pool. 
• Prize payout structure. 
• Prize amount that each tube will be increased weekly. 
• No Purchase Necessary (NPN) information. 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this jackpot. 

 
Eligible Controlled Game 
The Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau 
approved controlled games offered at the Club One Casino, as shown below, at all times that 
this gaming activity is being offered for play.  All controlled game rules shall be played as 
previously approved by the Bureau. 
 

• Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001785) 
 
Rules of Play 
The Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot features three progressive jackpot prize 
pools.  A plastic display case will be used to show the progressive amounts increasing weekly.  
Each of the three tubes will have designated limits assigned to each: Tube 1 will be for Low 
Limit Games (1-1 NL, 1-2, 2-4, and 3-6 Limit), Tube 2 will be for Mid-Limit Games (4-8 Limit and 
above), and Tube 3 will be for No Limit Games (1-3 NL and above).  The prize will be awarded 
to players participating in an eligible controlled game when a designated second hand is beaten 
by a better qualifying hand at the showdown.  The amount posted in the tube display that 
pertains to their game limit will be used for the payout.  When the winning and losing hands are 
confirmed, those players with the qualifying jackpot hands shall receive the posted percentage 
of the progressive jackpot prize.  Additionally, a posted percentage of the jackpot prize, known 
as the table share, shall be evenly distributed amongst all players at the table who have 
participated in the designated game when the bad-beat was hit, as shown in the tubes. 
 
Qualifying Hands 
Players that make the following advertised qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of 
the corresponding Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot prize pool amount, as shown 
below.  Only winning and losing hands that have been Bureau approved, pre-determined, and 
designated by the Club One Casino are eligible.  Any option maybe used for any tube, but each 
tube can only have one option at a time.  When a tube’s bad-beat jackpot has been hit, the 
casino has the choice of changing the qualifying hand option for that tube.  In order to qualify for 
the jackpots, both the winning and losing hands must use two hole cards.  No other hand can 
disqualify any hands that meet the requirements for the progressive jackpot (i.e. jackpot cannot 
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be “killed.”)  In the case of two or more hands that meet the losing qualifying standards, the 
jackpot will be awarded to the best losing and winning hand. 
 

Option Bad Beat Hand Winning Hand 
Option A A-A-A-10-10 or better Better Hand 
Option B A-A-A-10-10 or better Quads or Better 
Option C Quads Better Hand 

 
Eligibility Requirements 
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at an above listed 
controlled game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated and posted for the 
gaming activity. 
 

• Players with qualifying winning and losing hands must play through the final betting 
round in order to qualify for the jackpot.  If a player with one of the qualifying hands 
folds prior to the final betting round, the table will be ineligible for the jackpot. 

• When a qualifying hand is announced, a floor person shall verify that both hands 
qualify.  Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the jackpot. 

• A minimum of two players are required to be dealt in during an above listed game in 
order for players to be eligible and the tables to qualify for the prize amount and table 
share percentage.   

• In a no limit game, the main pot must reach $7 or more, after initial collections are 
taken, in order to qualify for the jackpot. 

• Players may only win one promotion at a time.  For example, if concurrent 
promotions are running such as the Royal Flush Progressive and the Totally Tubular 
Jackpot, the player can only win one of those promotions at a time.  However, the 
actions of one player do not nullify the promotion of another.  In this example, if 
quads are beaten by a royal flush, the player with the winning hand may choose the 
royal flush prize if they wish, foregoing the bad beat prize for the winning hand on the 
progressive promotion, but the player who lost the post with quads still qualifies for 
the posted percentage of the bad beat progressive jackpot. 

• Casino employees, in or out of uniform, are eligible to participate in this gaming 
activity at any time. 

• Third Party Players, off duty and in or out of uniform are eligible to participate in this 
gaming activity. 

• Tournament games do not qualify for this promotion. 
 
Prize Amount 
Each tube will have its own jackpot prize and each jackpot prize shall progress with a minimum 
value of $100 and a maximum value of $50,000.  When the jackpot has been hit for one of the 
tubes, the posted payout amount for that tube will be paid according to the advertised chart 
option listed below.  The jackpot prize, for the tube that has been hit, shall be paid in the form of 
cash.  The actual progressive jackpot prize amount, for each tube, shall depend on the amount 
that tube’s jackpot was originally seeded at, as well as how many weeks have transpired in 
order for the posted jackpot prize to increase progressively by the amount the casino has 
decided to increase the jackpot for each tube weekly. 
 
Prize Payout Structure 
Players that make the advertised qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of the 
posted Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot progressive prize amount, according to 
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the payout options, as shown below.  The losing hand, the winning hand, and the table share 
shall be awarded a percentage of the posted progressive jackpot prize amount, as shown in the 
options below.  The table share shall be evenly divided and distributed amongst all players at 
the table who participated in the designated game when the bad-beat was hit, as shown in the 
tubes.  Only one of these prize payout structures shall be offered at any one time that the 
Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot is being offered for play.  No combination of the 
prize payout structures shall be offered together at any time that this gaming activity is being 
offered. 
 
Option 1 

Bad Beat Hand Winning Hand Table Share 
40% 20% 40% 

 
Option 2 

Bad Beat Hand Winning Hand Table Share 
50% 25% 25% 

 
Option 3 

Bad Beat Hand Winning Hand Table Share 
30% 20% 50% 

 
Funding 
The Bad Beat Jackpot utilizes three separate progressive jackpot prize pools that are house 
funded by the Club One Casino.  Each of the three jackpot prize pools will correspond to one of 
the tubes.  Each progressive jackpot prize pool shall be initially seeded in an amount ranging 
from $100 to $5,000 decided by the casino.  The initial seed amount and the daily increase 
amount may be the same or different for all three progressive prize pools.  All three progressive 
jackpot prize pools shall separately increase weekly in the amount of $25 to $1,000, which shall 
be posted until the jackpot hits or reaches the cap amount of $50,000.  Once the jackpot has 
been hit, that tube/prize pool will be reseeded in an amount between $100 and $5,000 and will 
continue to progress weekly at an amount ranging between $25 and $1,000.  There shall be no 
additional promotion fees, jackpot fees, or collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming 
activity or for players to participate. 
 
Administrative Fees 
The Club One Casino shall not retain an administrative fee because the Totally Tubular Bad 
Beat Progressive Jackpot is house funded. 
 
No Purchase Necessary 
Customers requesting a NPN table will be provided a table within a reasonable time period.  
The customer will state which promotion they will be playing for, in this case the Totally Tubular 
Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot.  The customer will select which seat they wish to play.  The 
dealer will then deal all cards face up to all seats for a full table.  There will be no wagering of 
any kind and the customer is not allowed to touch any cards.  The dealer will deal the hand to 
completion.  If the conditions are met for the Totally Tubular Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot to 
win, then the customer will be paid accordingly.  The customer may request to play at this this 
table for as long as they would like. 
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Tuesday Night Pai Gow 
Invitational Tournament 

Every Tuesday night at 6pm 
$2000-$4000 Guaranteed Prize Money 

1) Only Pai Gow High Hand winners from lhe previous week are cligjblc to enter the 
tournament. High hand vouchers arc awarded every 2 hours to the highest Pai 
Gow hand. 

2) No entry fee, unlimited $20 re-buys during the first 3 rounds, and om: $20 add-on 
at the end nfthe third round ol"pluy. A $2 adrnin fee will be taken from each Re
buy and Add-on. Re-buy and add-on structure as follows: 

..... 
Round Dollars c_~ ......... ... 

1 IOOO20 
. ' -

2 20 1500 ... 
3 

~ 

200020. . _ ., 

Add-on 20 4000 

3) Players start with $1,000 in chips. 
4) Guaranteed prize payout for the linal 7 players. 

30% 
25% 
15% 
12% 
8% 
6% 
4% 

5) One mandatory hank by each person, each tahle round - second bank is optional. 
No maximum on bets or banks at any time. 

6) Any player who is not present by the time it is required to open the dice, will 
forfeit any bet in the betting circle or the minimum bet for that round. This 
includes the mandatory first bank. 

7) All players will he playing in single table tournaments. When the table is down to 
2 players, those players are now entered into the finals. 

8) The tinals will be run exactly as the single table events, with the exception that 
now the tournament tables will be; combined together as players go hust to gel lo a 
final table result. 

9) All participants in the Tuesday night tournament will he eligible for the end of the 
month $10,000 drawing. 

No purchase necessary, See CSR for details, Club ont restrves lhe right to canctl this pro111otion at any 
timt. 
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“Will Play for Food” 
Controlled Gaming Activity 

 
SUMMARY 
Based on customer demand and industry trends, the Club One Casino proposes 
to add a gaming activity for all currently approved controlled games. The 
promotion will allow a player to eat for a discount, all the way up to free, from a 
selected menu and/or selected food items when they play for a qualifying period 
of time.  The extent of the discount will be pre-designated and clearly displayed 
prior to commencement of the promotion. 

 
PRIZE 
The prize will be allowing a player to eat a menu item and/or selected food items 
for a discount, all the way up to free, from a selected “Player’s Menu”.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FUNDING 
This promotion will be solely funded by the Club One Casino.  There will be no 
extra collection or fees of any kind assessed to the players. 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
Since there is not a “chance” element included in this promotion, it does not fall 
under the No Purchase Necessary requirements. 

ELIGIBILITY TO WIN 
All players who wish to participate will be tracked by a Club One customer 
service representative.  Once a player has played a pre-designated and posted 
time period, their time will be verified and then they will be awarded by eating for 
discount or free from the “Player’s Menu.”  A player may qualify for this promotion 
a maximum of three times within a 24 hour period. 

• The time that a player must play at a table or game will range from 15 
minutes up to 4 hours.   

THIRD PARTY PROVIDER OF PROPOSITION PLAYER SERVICES 
Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services, as defined in Section 19984 
of the California Business and Professions Code, are not eligible for this 
promotion. 

BASE GAME RULES 
All base game rules that have been approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control 
for the above listed games will be followed.  There are no changes whatsoever. 
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Bureau Requirements 
 
Advertising 
Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Casino 
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-002024) will be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to this gaming activity. 
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the 
following, will be prominently displayed in Club One Casino at all times the gaming activity is 
being offered for play: 
 

• How and where to sign up for the Player Rewards Card 
• Required amount of time to be played and corresponding points earned 
• The date(s) and time(s) the activity shall be offered 
• Eligible games and betting limits 
• All prizes offered and specific amount of points required for each prize 
• The time frame in which the points earned are valid 
• When the bonus prize(s) will be offered throughout the promotion 
• When the Sign-Up Bonus will be offered throughout the promotion and the amount of 

points to be awarded 
• Fee for replacement card 
• Availability of No Purchase Necessary 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity 

 
Eligible Controlled Games  
The Players Rewards Card may be attached to all Bureau approved games offered at Club One 
Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play.  All controlled game rules shall 
be played as approved by the Bureau. 
 
Object and Summary 
The Players Rewards Card is a loyalty reward program open to all Club One Casino patrons.  
Players who sign up for the loyalty reward program will be assigned a Player Rewards Card 
which will reward players with points based on the amount of time the player participates in 
designated games during predetermined and posted time periods ranging from 10 minutes to 90 
days.   
 
Player’s Card Computer System Description 
The player’s card shall include the casino name, some descriptive language regarding 
restrictions for the card, and the problem gambling phone number.  The card shall include a 
unique identifier such as a numeric code, bar code or magnetic strip.  The card may take the 
form of a physical card or an electronic version accessible from a mobile device. 
 

• Players will receive a player’s card if they sign up for the Player Rewards Program at the 
cage cashier or other designated area. 
o Players may sign up and receive a player’s card at any time.   
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• Player information shall be maintained in a secure database accessible only by casino 
management.  Access to the database shall also be tracked by casino management. 
o No one except the network administrator(s) shall have access to the back-end 

systems where the data is stored. 
o Access to the data is limited by permissions based on the user’s work needs. 
o Marketing managers will have access to customer data for marketing purposes.   

• The card shall be non-transferable and may only be used by the player to whom the card 
is assigned.   

• If the player’s card is lost or stolen, they can ask a casino representative for a 
replacement. 
o The first replacement will be free of charge.  If within three months of a replacement 

the player needs another replacement, there will be a $5 charge for that 
replacement.  
 After three months the replacement will be free.  The three month time frame is 

reset after every replacement.  
o Players who do not have their physical card may have a casino representative look 

them up on the system to participate in the promotions that require a Player Rewards 
Card. 

• A computer device, with a barcode reader or other device such as a magnetic strip or 
RFID reader, will be affixed to the gaming table or casino podium. 

• Player’s will track their time by having their cards scanned, which will cause their time to 
be automatically recorded by a computer or similar device at the table or by having a 
casino representative manually scan or enter the card information into the computer 
device. 

• The casino representative may also input the player’s time played into the computer 
device manually.   

• A printable record of the amount of time a player has accumulated during the 
promotional period shall be available upon request by the player. 

• If the Player’s Card Computer System should stop working during the promotion, the 
Casino may either pause, discontinue, or manually track the promotion.  
 

How Points are Earned Based on Time Played 
Points shall be earned based on the amount of time played.  Each player who plays at a 
predetermined and posted eligible game and has their time of play recorded will earn points 
based on time played.  The points can be redeemed for prizes during or at the end of a 
predetermined and posted promotional period.  The range of points per hour played will range 
from 1 to 200,000.  During predetermined and posted times, bonus rates may be offered by the 
Casino (for example, double points may offered during off-peak hours).   
 
Example: A player signs up for the Players Rewards Card at the cashier and receives a player’s 
card.  The player presents the card to a casino representative at the gaming table.  The casino 
representative enters the player into the tracking software and will input the type of game limit 
played.  At the end of the gaming session, the player will be logged out by the casino 
representative.  The tracking software tabulates the amount of points the player earned based 
on time played and adds it to the player’s account.  The player may check their point balance 
and redeem points with a casino representative at any time during the promotion. 
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How Player Rewards Points are Redeemed 
Players may redeem points for prizes at any time during the promotion or at the end of the 
promotional period.  All prizes shall have a predetermined and designated value.  Points shall 
be earned based on the amount of time played during the promotional period.  After a player 
has accumulated a predetermined and specific amount of points, a player may redeem the 
accrued points for a predetermined and designated prize.  When predetermined and posted, 
points may also be redeemed for money in these cases 1 point will be worth $0.01 to $100.   
 

• Players may be eligible for multiple prize(s) throughout the promotion. 
• Players may redeem their points for multiple prizes so long as the total amount of points 

required for all prizes is within the player’s point balance.   
• As points are redeemed, they will be deducted from the player’s point balance.   
• Points are non-transferable and may only be redeemed by the player who earned them.   
• Points may be redeemed at any point during or at the end of the posted promotional 

period.  Points that are not redeemed at the end of the promotional period will expire 
within 180 days.   

• All reward points are subject to review and verification.  The Casino reserves the right to 
adjust balances or void points due to any confirmed error or fraud. 

• A player may check their point balance with a casino representative at any time during 
the promotion.   
 

Eligibility Requirements 
This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above 
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours designated and posted for the 
gaming activity.   
 

• Players must be 21 or older and provide a valid ID to sign up for a player’s card.   
• In order for a poker game to qualify for this promotion, there must be a minimum of two 

players dealt into the game.   
• The Casino may choose to limit the promotion to an eligible game and betting limit, as 

long as it’s predetermined and posted. 
• In order for a California game to qualify for this promotion, there must be a minimum of 

two players, a player and a player-dealer, dealt in to the game. 
• Backline bettors are eligible for this promotion.    
• Casino employees are eligible for this promotion while off duty and out of uniform. 
• On-duty proposition players are eligible for this jackpot. 
• Third Party Proposition Players are only eligible to participate in this promotion when off 

duty and while playing Poker games.   
• A patron who assumes the player-dealer position will not be logged out of the system 

and shall continue to have their time tracked. 
• Time spent participating in Tournaments will not earn the player points towards this 

promotion; however, if written in to the approved rules of a tournament, using the Player 
Rewards Card to sign up for a Tournament may earn a player bonus points. 
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Prize 
The prize shall be a fixed amount ranging from $1 to $100,000.  Prizes include cash, live casino 
chips, bonus chips via the Cash for Chips Promotion (GEGA-002453), Match Play 
Coupons/Free Play Chips (GEGA-001786), vehicles, promotional merchandise, food, entry into 
tournaments (GEGA-000613), or entry into the Lucky Drawing Promotion (GEGA-002455).   
 
Bonus Prize 
The Casino may also offer a Bonus Prize.  When offered, players who reach a predetermined 
and posted point level will qualify for a Bonus Prize.  The Bonus Prize will be a fixed amount 
ranging from $1 to $100,000. 
 
Sign Up Bonus 
When predetermined and posted, the Casino may offer a fixed amount of points to players who 
are signing up for the Player Rewards Card for the first time.  These additional points will range 
from 1 to 2,000. 
All prizes for this promotion will be predetermined and posted in advance throughout the gaming 
floor, and in all literature promoting such event.   
 
Funding 
The Players Rewards Card shall be fully funded by Club One Casino.  No additional fees of any 
kind shall be taken for this promotion.   
 
Administrative Fees 
Club One Casino shall not retain any administrative fee as this promotion is house-funded.   
 
No Purchase Necessary  
The Players Rewards Card does not contain the element of chance.  Therefore, it does not 
constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary Table to be offered 
while conducting this gaming activity.   
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Bureau Requirements 
 
Advertising 
The Club One Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the Casino 
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-002746) shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to this gaming activity. 
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be prominently displayed in Club One Casino at all times the gaming activity is 
being offered for play: 
 

• Eligible games 
• Beginning and ending date and time for the promotional period 
• Times/Intervals during the promotional period when prize(s) will be awarded 
• Prize(s) to be awarded. 
• Amount/value of prize to be awarded 
• Whether or not a wager will be required on the “splashed hand”. 
• No Purchase Necessary Information 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity 

 
Eligible Controlled Games  
The Splash the Pot Promotion shall be attached to all Bureau approved poker games offered at 
Club One Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play.  All controlled game 
rules shall be played as approved by the Bureau. 
 
Object and Summary 
The Splash the Pot Promotion is a house funded promotion that allows players the opportunity 
to win a predetermined fixed prize that will be “splashed” on a pot, at a randomly selected table, 
by a casino representative. 
 
The table that receives the splashed prize is selected through a random drawing.  The 
procedures for the drawing are as follows: 

• The drawing will use a bin, basket, lottery ball machine, or other non-electronic 
randomizer. 
o A card, ball, or other lamer shall depict a number that corresponds to each eligible 

poker table. 
o The cards, balls, or other lamers, which are pre-printed, equally sized and colored, 

shall be mixed within the randomizer, and one will be selected and announced.   
• During the predetermined times and intervals of the promotional period, a casino 

representative shall announce the commencement of the drawing. 
• The casino representative shall then select an eligible table by randomly choosing a 

card, ball, or other lamer from the randomizer. 
• Once the table has been selected the card, ball, or other lamer will be returned to the 

randomizer.  
 
Once the table to be splashed has been determined the following procedures will be followed, at 
the selected table, to complete the Splash the Pot Promotion: 

• The casino representative will instruct the house dealer to complete the hand they are 
currently dealing. 
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• Once the hand has been completed and the pot awarded, no new players will be allowed 
to enter the next hand. 

• The casino representative will then place the prize at the center of the table. 
• The casino will have the option to offer the “splashed hand” with or without a required 

wager.  This option will need to be pre-determined and posted. 
o When the Splash the Pot Promotion is offered with a required wager for the 

“splashed hand” collection fees will be taken as normal, and the hand will be dealt 
face-down. 

o When the Splash the Pot Promotion is offered and a wager for the “splashed hand” is 
not required, collection fees will not be taken and the hand will be dealt face-up. 

• The house dealer will then begin to deal a new hand and complete the hand according 
to the approved rules of the eligible game. 

• Once a winner has been determined, if a wager was required, that winner will win the pot 
and the Splash the Pot Promotion prize. 
o If a wager was not required the winner will only win the Splash the Pot Promotion 

prize. 
 
Eligibility Requirements 
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above 
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.  
 

• A minimum of two players must be dealt into the game in order for the table to qualify for 
the promotion. 

• There is no limit to the amount of times a table may be selected to be splashed during a 
promotional period. 

• There are no restrictions to the number of times a player can win a prize during the 
promotional period. 

• Employees are eligible to participate and win this promotion when they are on or off duty 
and in or out of uniform. 

• Tournament games qualify for this promotion. 
 

Prize 
The fixed prize for the Splash Pot Promotion shall range in value from $1 - $1,000.  The prize 
shall be paid in the form of cash, live casino chips, food vouchers, trips, event tickets, 
merchandise, jewelry, leather goods, electronic equipment, small appliances, apparel, and entry 
to Poker Tournaments (GEGA-000613).   
 
100% of the designated prize will be awarded to the winner(s). 
 
When the prize is cash or live casino chips: 

• If multiple players achieve the same winning hand the prize will be split evenly. 
o If the prize cannot be split evenly the odd chip will be awarded to the player closest 

to the button. 
 
When the prize is not cash or live casino chips: 

• If multiple players achieve the same winning hand the same prize will be awarded to all 
players achieving the winning hand. 
o If there are not enough of the same prize for all winners, then a prize of equal value 

will be given to the remaining players. 
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Funding 
Splash the Pot Promotion is house funded.  There shall be no additional jackpot fees or 
collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate. 
 
Administrative Fees 
Club One Casino shall not retain an administrative fee because the promotion is house-funded. 
No additional fees shall be taken for this promotion. 
 
No Purchase Necessary  
The Splash the Pot Promotion shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for free, on 
a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions.  The Casino shall provide No 
Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity 
without paying a table fee or placing a live wager.  All advertisement material shall state "No 
Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Splash the Pot Promotion.  This requirement 
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors, 
posters, and flyers. 
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